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By .LINDA ZUECH
Joseph S. Murphy, chancellor of
.Candidates for graduation will be the City University of New York,
::> able to find out iftbey have completed
told student media representatives
all their requirements for receipt of a recently that "if the proposed cut in
degree sooner than was ever before funding for the Pell Grant should
possible, because of the implementa- happen, it would be a disaster for
tion Of a student information manage- millions of students .across the
ment systemar Baruch, according to country. "
Thomas McCarthy, the registrar.
Murphy, who is also the head of
Students who file an intent to the National Pell Grant Coalition
graduate form are put through a which represents 33 national
preliminary cbeck by the registrar's oforganizations, will be going to
fice, to insure that they have com- Washington to "fight for the
pleted all requirementsnecessary for
restoration of the Federal governreceiving a diploma. McCarthysaid,..ment funds." He said, "We don't
"Everyone whose check has been
have any contingency plans. I don't
completed will be notified that if they
know what we will do if we don't
CODlJ)tete.everythJng1bey arecurrently .,get. the money."
registered for, ~ey will have met all
Murphy said that each 'year the
the terms of the degree."
Reagan administration has tried to
Previously, the entire process of cut money from financial 'aid. "I
checking the student's requtrements
don't know what their intention is,
for the depee chOseo-8fld.eemputa- but.dIe c!fe<;t is ~,the rjch get.
tioaof,theGPAwas ....A,ne--'-n.-n".... richer and tbC,~. •f~. We
~ilfi~t1J't-.~_":-:..e·IIi' , -, - -. ~. ~~~ .·IiiM:(DOw)·to·re.......Qus.~BdS
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not possible," rather than fmding a
solution to the problem at hand. He
believes that the role is one of
mediator between student and administration.
ne. 01 die SdaooI of LibInI Arts

will be adversely affected by the
cuts, if they are passed. "(The administration) says that education has
'the highest priority, but the money
goes elsewhere. Our students are
joined together by one factor, they
have no place else to go. We are a
political force to be dealt with."
He said 'that the City University
of New York has shown its worth in
the past. "People have tried rto
forget that this university leads the
country in the number of Nobel
Prize winners who hold
undergraduate degrees from one
university. They didn't invite these
people at Princeton, it was our
. town that managed to educate pe0ple who came to us with nothina_ n
Students should not have financial· worries while sliD in school;·· .
because college years can be a
diffICult enough experience already,
said Murphy. "Half of the population doesaot graduate from ~ah' .
school. Anyone who iPaduatcs,·

The candidates for the position

of dean for the School of Liberal
Arts and Sciences have been narrowed to three finaliSts, acconting
to LeClerc.
The finalists are Howard Ball,
dean of the School of Behavioral
and Social Sciences at the University of Utah, "Margaret Ctahan, lute
professor at Occidental College in
California and Norman Fainstein,
professor of. urban studies and
asSOciate dean for aeademie--affajrs ..
at tbeNew School for Social
Research in New York.
~ Ste¥ess, the pl'CseDl
dean of the Sc:bobl of Liberal Arts
and Sciences will be leaving the
position to accept a distinguished
professor fellowship. Of the three
dean positions that are vacant, this
will be the last to be filled. LeClerc
said, uLiberal ~ and Sciences is
the slowest. We- "WOR'i ha¥e anything on that until the third week in
(Co1rtinWd on Ptlge 6,
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to 'lIIC'I'e8K.
. day session student activity fee by
S8~6S was defeated by a margin of
almost two-to-one in student elec.. iihns last week, accordi'ng ..to
~1ey Boisson, chairperson of the
Student Elections and Governance
Review Committee,
"The vote was 203 in favor and
369 against," said Boisson. According to him, this is the unofficial
count and the official count will be
Ideased once SEGRC has certified
the election results. There were also
seven challenged votes - votes by
students without 10 s. "Challenged
votes are only counted in close elections," and were not counted for
the activity fee hike referendum,
said Boisson.
The 579 votes represent a lumout
of 6.S percent of the day-session
students - nearly twice the turnout
of the elections last year. Out of the
$36.3S that is currently collected
from each student, SI9.SO goes to
the student center, 54 to the Day
Session Student Government, $4 to
student clubs, S6 to athletics, $2 to
media and $.85 to the University
Student Senate.
If the proposed increase had won
approval, the breakdown would
have been as follows: 520.65 for the
student center, S4 to the DSSG, 58
for the clubs, $7.50 for athletics, 54
for the media.and $..85 for .the USS..
According to Boisson, the eIec-

pte UDi'!el'Sity and a B.A. in
Biology from Ripon College.
Johnson said that his best
qualifications are in communication and counsehng; specifically in
advisement, program devdopme:pt
and.cValuatiOn. "lk stated that the
tIIID -of studems should "try to
design
thitrgs
that
are
.psychologically and culturally appropriate for Baruch."
Johnson said that a large part of
the position of dean of students is
worldBg as a problem solver. He
said, "In many circumstances, a
.dean of students talks about what is

May."
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Iaclc of
campaigning and a
consequent low voter turnout ~
"The candidates were uncontested
and they telt secure. Their se1finterest was' satisfied," said
Boisson, in an attempt to explain
the lack of'-"3mpaigning .
Eveni. S..deDt EJecdom;
Evening students had a chance to
vote on a referendum to redistribute
the expenditure of their activity fee.
In essence, -lite refe-reR4um
allocated a portion of the student
center money to media, a move that
was supported by The Reporter.
That referendum won 80 of the
122 unchallenged votes, according
to Boisson. Even though evening
students voted aIm~ two-to-one in
favor of the redistribution, the existing distribution might not be
changed.
Joel Segall, president of Baruch
College, had said earlier that he
wouid present the proposed evening
session changes to the CUNY Board
of Trustees (whose rmal approval is
required) only if be felt comfortable
with the voter turnout. He said that
the . 2.94 percent turnout was
"awfully low," and he would have
to think over whether or not he wiD
present the redistribution to the
board.
Evelll-a Govena. . .t FJec....
EIevcD studcatSWClC-L' OIl &be
(Continued
on
p~
10. .Col.l)
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from·ooIJeae shOuld ad a deIree in

persisteace and ~OUraae_"Our .
studeDls- .·laaw bad-to wotk..lor .. '.
everytbiDa.' Forty-five peI:'C:eftt' of·
our ~ are pert-timc workclS.
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Anti-Activity Fee
A ROW OF DISAPPOINTMENTS
The results from last week's student elections are in, and disappointing would be a good word to
describe several aspects of. the elections.
First the results: The referendum to raise the day session student activity fee by 24 percent to $45 was
defeated by a vote of 369 to 203. We find the outcome a disappointment because the biggest losers will be
the students. Students involved in anyone of the 70 clubs, students involved with WBMB (the Baruch College radio station) or The Ticker, students in one of the sports teams, and ultimately, all the students.
The entire student population loses because it is the existence of these various organizations that enriches
student life for everybody - the students who devote time and energy to running the organizations, and
the students who enjoy the final products.
The total number of voters is another disappointment. Out of 8860 day students, only 579 cared enough
about their money to vote during the three-day election period. But then again, this is Baruch, and we tend
to forget (wishfully) that most students here don't care about extracurricular activities; they are looking for
the quickest route to their degree so that they can get out of here.
Perhaps what is most disappointing is the absolute absence of any campaigning efforts by the sponsors
of the referendum, the Day Session Student Government. As good a job as they have done the rest of the
year, members of the DSSG did virtually nothing to increase voter turnout. None of the executive
members, including President Danville Walker, were even visible during the elections. The height of the
DSSG's folly was taking out a full ad in the last issue of The Ticker urging students to vote for candidates
that were all uncontested anyway! Somebody is obviously asleep at the D ~SG.
We hope that the DSSG will try,again next year to better extracurricular activities.

AND MORE DISAPPOINTMENTS
Unfortunately, we are more than aware that Martin Stevens, dean of the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, has never felt it necessary to write a letter to us (see "Dean Breaks Silence" page 4). We are surprised that the dean of the liberal arts school, rather than reaching out to help the fortnightly publication
of his college, makes his first communication to us a denouncement of the efforts of a dedicated small
staff.
To answer your question, Dean Stevens, yes, we are aware of the cultural events that take place at
Baruch. Even more so, we have covered most of the events you accuse us of ignoring. If you read The
Ticker (more closely), perhaps you would have realized this. Perhaps if you and all the other department
heads thought it worthwhile to inform us of events more than a day or two in advance, notices of events to
come could be considered for publication.
Dean Stevens, are you aware that newspapers such as The New York Times rely almost entirely on
receipt of press releases to provide readers with information on upcoming events? Have you ever contacted
us two weeks prior to an event to alert us about the details? We believe the first sentence of your letter provides the answer to that question. Your belief that we should bear the sole responsibility for informing
students of upcoming events (without departmental support) is ludicrous. Does The New York Times not
accept (and get paid for) advertisements announcing plays, movies, concerts, etc. regardless of whether
theyl'lan to review the -work!?·
.
.
.
.
.-.'-.
We are sorry to have to report this to you, but out there, where job interviews are performed, Baruch is
known as a business college. Compare the prestige of the accounting department to your journalism
department and tell us this is not a business school. Compare the on-campus recruiting site of the School of
Business and Public Administration to Pamela Medley's office and tell us this is not a business school.
Are you not aware that as a publishing vehicle: we are required to produce ad revenue to help support
ourselves? If we didn't produce revenue, our operating budget would shrink so as to require us to drop
down to approximately 12 pages per issue (a 50~o cut) and, subsequently, cover even fewer events.
Finally, we'd like you to consider that out of all the students in your liberal arts school, fewer than five
of them currently write for us. Perhaps if more of your students dedicated their time to working for The
Ticker, more campus events would be covered and more time could be spent requesting information of
department heads who only write to us to deride the efforts of a small number of students who do far more
than most of the Baruch community to increase student awareness and involvement.
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To The Editor:
As a past vice president of student activities at Sallivan Caerty
Community College, I am angered
and appalled by the actions of this
school's current student government leaders.
The article published in the April
28 issue of The Ticker is enough to
make one think twice about paying
any activity fee to this college.
I work 6 days a week - afternoons and evenings - to afford my
tuition and fees here. I resent, as
other students do, the attitude of
our leaders.
To spend money on Day Session
Student Government jackets is corrupt and stepping on 16,500 student
in Baruch, minus the select few of
the DSSG. There are many students
who are lucky to have socks on their
feet and a Salvation Army coat to
keep warm in. Our DSSG takes our
money and rewards themselves with
jackets? What pompous jackasses!
And why can't we expect people
to bring their own damned lunches?
I do-and many others do! Is the
DSSG that much above us? Perhaps
we should sue the DSSG for "gross
stupidity." They are not special and
I'm sure 88 percent of us agree. I'm
sure I'm not the only one to have experienced a growing hunger when
food and money are scarce. How
dare these pompous idiots tell us
they are justified in spending our
money in such a corrupt manner!!
Now they wish to increase our activity fee. Perhaps the $200 (or
more) spent on lunches and the
$500 spent on jackets should have
gone to clubs, or to free sandwiches
for the student body who can't afford a decent meaL Or for 1:hose

tivity fee increase. Why should the
minority rape the majority and then
attempt to justify it as "perks"!?!
Another attempt: stipends for
student government leaders. There
_are those of us who must work and
genuinely don't have time to run for
office and become involved. Too
bad-I'm sure there are worthier
people who just don't have the time
to become active, and who would
be justified in receiving a stipend
for their work. As for the current
bunch of pompous moron's, I say,
"Volunteer
or
get
the
0 0 out!" I've never heard
of receiving a stipend for rape...
This is directed at Mr. Walker
(the DSSG president) who is-quoted
as saying " ... I like to believe the
members ran unopposed because
the student body was so pleased
with the job we were doing." Mr.
Walker, come out of "The Twilight
Zone." After reading about your
gross misconduct and gross misappropriation of funds, I'm sure not
many of us are pleased at all.
And who wants to deal with such
gross misconduct? How can we
become involved, considering you
and your pompous crew have stained the reputation of student government in general? Would anyone
want to be associated with the
DSSG after this and think the people have trust in it?
I hope that at some point soon
this matter is investigated. I'm sure
there will be loud complaints in
September when we must pay activity fees again..;
P .S. I hope you and your crew,
Mr. Walker, keep wearing your
jackets so the student body will
. kno'W _ho the rapists arc.

whose clothing is threadbare.
.. I am -t(Xlpercent against the ac-

Sincerely,
Scott W. P.am

Probation Problems
To The Editor:
I am writing this in response to an
article on probation students which
appeared in the April 28, 1987 issue
of The Ticker. I would like to correct some inaccuracies, omissions,
and erroneous implications contained in this well-intentioned and
otherwise well-written article.
There were a number of intrapersonal and organizational reasons
for the "low" response rate to the
outreach efforts of the :'t>ffice of
Counseling and Psychological Services utilized this past term. It is in
part our responsibility to activate
the probation student population.
To set the record straight: yes,
only a small number of students are
involved in the ten-week seminar;
but the letters sent to the total probation population outlined a
number of other options available
to them through the Office of
Counseling and Psychological Services. In response to the letters,
quite a large number of students did
opt for more open-ended counseling groups and individual counseling sessions.

Overall, there was a much larger
response to the letters than the
small number of seminar participants would suggest. I would say
that the probation student response
to letters was much larger than the usual
response to questionnaires which are
sent out by different offices from time
to time to the general Baruch p0pulation. Also, students are still coming
in for individual counseling in
response to letters sent out in
January, and that is not so unusual
considering the LIU student's five
month delay in picking up her Lotto
millions.
The article also gave the mistaken
impression that the problem of probation students is a well kept secret.
Well, the Office of Counseling and
Psychological Services is just one of
the many Baruch offices and
departments which are researching
and intervening on this problem as
it provides academic skills development programs and tutoring for
probation students. The Office of
the Provost is currently involved
with a long term research project investigating probation. And there
(Continued on Page 4. Col. 3)

CORRE
An. article entitled "Stephens, 33, Dies Of Heart Attack in N.J.
Hospital," in the April 28, 1987 issue contained two factual errors.
Stephens did not die on April I, as stated in the article, but on April S.
This erroneous information was given to The Ticker by the Middlesex
County Medical Examiner's Office. Also, the cause of Stephen's death
has not yet been determined, but may not have been the result of a heart
attack.

Quotation of the

Fortni~

"The candidates were uncontested. and they felt
secure. Their self-interest was satisfied. "
-Ainsley Boisson, chairperson
of the Student Elections and Governance Review
-··Committee;··----_··'_····_--··
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Bernhard. Goetz: Victim or Vigilante?
By CHRISTOPHER A. WARB

.
Let's put "Bernie" Goetz into a different
scenario. A scenario which the state prosecutor seems determined to portray. Bernie is in a middle-class suburbia, repleat
with "pre-fab" houses and wide' green
lawns. He is sitting on a bench, in a park
where no drugs are sold. A park where
women and children picnic on the grass and
kites fly lazily in the sky. Four clean-cut
youths, .wearing suits and carrying bibles,
come up to him asking for donations. Bernie whips out a gun, shoots them all, and
takes off. CertainlY. Bernie is a murderer,
He is possibly a psychopath. At the least, he
is not "all there."
.
Fortunately, for Goetz; this is not the
reality of the situation. All the legal finnagling, and maneuvering on the part of the
prosecution will never change the facts.
Bernie was not in suburbia. He was on a
dark, dirty subway car undenieath a city of
ten million people. The four youths were
not clean-cut. They were punks, with
criminal records. They were, by their own
admission, out to rob Goetz. They weren't

dependent on the confession he made while
in police custody. In it, his words are angry,
mean, without remorse. "If I had more
bullets, I would have reloaded. I wanted to
kill them all." Like a character out of a Poe
horror, his words echo insanity: "Their
eyes shone;. they were enjoying themselves.
I knew what they were doing." With such
evidence. the prosecutor attempts to portray Bernie as a cold-blooded killer.
The strength of such confession is solely
dependent on the situation it attempts to
reflect. It must not be taken out of context. •

~

By CAITLIN MOLLISON

the words, "You seem to be alright here's
another one," as he fired again. This shot
ricocheted off the subway car wall paralyzing Cabey.

December 22, 1984 was in many respects
a very ordinary day for most New Yorkers.
Christmas was three days- away, and many
last-minute shoppers were making the
rounds of the department stores hoping to
find bargains. At approximatelY"I:30 p.m.
Bernhard Goetz, an electrical engineer,
boarded a downtown-bound number two
train at 14th Street. Goetz was going to visit
some friends, and planned to get off the
. train at Chambers Street. As the subway
sped towards Chambers, the preoccupied

These four young men were no boy
scouts. They were hardened criminals with'
long Police records. Two of them are
presently serving time for crimes committed
after the Goetz incident. One almost has to
wonder if they would have met this end in a
di fferent situation anyway. However,
Goetz's actions were completely unjustified
and the result of his own paranoia. He had
been mugged previously in 1981 and, when
the police failed to obtain enough evidence
against the muggers, Goetz, like the good
citizen that he isn't, offered to lie about the
~vidence. This incident frightened him and
he tried to obtain a gun, but was not given a
permit. Instead, he purchased a gun illegalIy, which he later used to victimize the four
- youths. Goetz became unnaturally attached
to the weapon, and refused to leave the
house without it, or wear gloves even in the
winter, so it would be easily accessible.
Once just for effect, Goetz pulled it on a
bum, because he W3$· "pissed off." "He
deserved to die," Goetz said.
When Goetz finally gave himself up nine
days after the shooting, he made a
videotaped confession. In the video, he explained how, if he had been thinking a little
more clearly, he "would have put the barrel
to his (Canty's) forehead and fired. If I had
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Goetz acted viciously.
He acted like a
.savage. He had to.
looking for donations, or a five-doIlar loan.
They were there' to 6'mug" him. They carried screwdrivers, not bibles. They wore not
. suits, but tough street clothes that made
them appear as if they were in a gang. They
wanted to roll Bernie because, as one of the
assailants-turned-victims stated, "He looked like an easy mark."

They surrounded him. They antagonized
him. .Bemie ie8poDded by shooting them.
(0 IdB tlieID. He wanted to hun·them-for wli8tthey-h-aa- attettipteato·do to
him. Bernhard Goetz acted viciously. He
acted like a savage. He had to. He wasn't
dealing with people who had respect or
regard for the rights of others. He was dealing with animals. He was dealing with people who were out to take away that which
rightfully belonged to him, to take away
that which his own sweat had earned.
He is portrayed by detractors as a
"vigilante
who acted with malice,
forethought and a chip on his shoulder."
This is incorrect. Revenge plays no role in
this case. The four youths who were shot
are not the victims. Goetz is. Bernie did not
enter the subway car with the express intent
of shooting anyone who came up to him.
He is a law-abiding citizen. Before the incident, he had no criminal record. Since the
incident, he has comrnited no crimes. He is
the' "good-guy."
IrIS assailants on the other hand, were
convicted criminals who had beaten and
robbed innocent people. TIley entered the
train with the express intent of "mugging"
someone. They were drug-addicts. They
were "punks" whose need for selfgratification caused them to hurt people
without conscience. They are the "badguys. "
The balance of the case against Goetz is

- He wanted

the
and he
aggressor,
victimized the four
Goetz

was

youths.
--.._ ----_ .......- ....... _.-._-------_. ----_._- ... -

had more bullets I would have shot again
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When we apply Goetz's state of mind to his
actions, his confession reveals not a coldblooded killer but rather a man who himself
had become a victim. A man who had faced
the prospect of being robbed and chose to
fight back. Who can deny this man his
savagery when faced with the loss of his
property and possibly his life? He saw fit to
defend that which belonged to him. He
could have given in without a struggle. He
could have watched helplessly while the
savages took his money. He did not. He
chose to fight.
Goetz had every right to take such a
course of action. He is without blame. It is
a simple model of cause and effect. Four
muggers approached Goetz, they attempted
to rob him. This "caused" Bernie to pull
out a gun and shoot them. The effect was
that the four were shot, and Goetz kept his
wallet intact. Had they never tried to rob
Goetz, they never would have been shot.
Had they never tried to rob Goetz, aU four
would be able to walk today. The four muggers took their chances and lost.

passengers were suddenly treated to the
spectacle of Goetz firing five shots into the
bodies of four young men and displaying a
terrifying disregard for the lives of his
fellow passengers.
Although this occurred nearly two-and-ahalf years ago, it has again become a topic
of discussion as Goetz, beginning April 27,
went on trial for the subway shooting of the
four victims and the paralyzing of one. The
Goetz case, which gained worldwide attention, became extremely controversial
because of the complexities involved in the
situation. Did Goetz have the right to take
the law into his own hands, during what he
perceived as a threatening moment? If one
considers the laws of this country, to say
nothing of human decency, the answer can
only be no.
Troy Canty, Darrell Cabey, James
Ramseur and Barry Allen, four youths
from the South Bronx, decided to take the
train into Manhattan that day to break into
video machines in order to support their
drug habits. Two of the young men had
three unsharpened screwdrivers in their
pockets, to facilitate breaking into these
machines. What they did not possess,
however, was change, which Canty later admitted they needed so that they would be
able to lull the owners ofan establishment
with video machines into a sense of false
security by playing a few games before they
committed their crime. Canty, who neither
showed nor carried a screwdriver on his
person, approached Goetz and asked him
"in a more less normal tone of voice," according to Assistant Director Attorney and
Prosecutor Gregory Waples, for five
dollars. Goetz, by his own admission
replied, "You can all have it," and proceeded to shoot Canty and -Ramseur in the
chest and Allen and Cabey· in the back as
they attempted to run, Cabey was at this
point slumped on the floor, but this did, not
stop Goetz from cold-bloodedly uttering

-plafri how after he completed his shooting
spree he searched though his pockets for his
keys to gouge Canty's eyes out.
Goetz's sleazy attorney, Barry Slotnick,
has so far hinged his entire case on the
criminal records of the victims, obviously
because this is the only thing he has to go
on. The fact remains, however. that Goetz
was the aggressor, and he victimized the four
youths long before they even showed the
slightest desire to victimize him. Slotnick'sbiggest flaw is that he attempts to destroy
the credibility of the victims, when this is
entirely besides the point. Is 'he saying that
because the victims led less than exemplary
lives they deserved to get shot regardless of
the fact that they never committed a crime
in this instance? Goetz admitted that he intended to shoot his victims before he was
even approached for money. What exactly
did Goetz base this reaction on then? One
must conclude that it was their color, a
typical racist attitude: When one sees four
young black men it can only mean trouble.
One wonders if Goetz would have shot the
young men if they had been white or, even
more to the point, what would have become
of Goetz if he was a black man shooting
four whites, for whatever reason. I can say
with a fair amount of certainity that a black
Goetz would not have been turned into a
national hero as he has been.
I have no doubt that Goetz will be acquitted simply because Slotnick is playing to the
fears that all New Yorkers have of being
physically harmed. This is a danserous.~ty
we live in,' but Goetz's Rambo-like overreaction. is not the answer. We can all
understand his frustration with a city that
failed to prosecute his muggers in 1981, but
turning four young men into scapegoats for
the inadequate New York judicial system
was totally unjustified. Furthermore, the
fact that the gun used in the shooting incident was not legally in Goetz's possession
shows the crime should not have been committed at ali: Those who argue tbat Goetz
shouldn't have had an megal gun but did

(Continued on
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The Lasher

Michael Lashinsky

The Lasher Takes A Walk
Without taking an official count, I am
sure that J have written well over 100 articles, columns and editorials in my three
and a half years at The Ticker. This article,
my last one, is undoubtedly the most difficult to wri te .
After working on 50 issues of The Ticker,
it is hard for me to end it all here. There is
however more to the story because I have
been fortunate to be involved in almost
every important facet of life at Baruch.
Whether it was leading a Freshmen Orientation class, working on the Street Fair.
working with Baruch Scholars, working
durinc registration or being a member of
Helpline, my most rewarding experience, I
have been able to experience many feelings
and learn and grow from these activities.

- -

-

first came to Baruch in
September 1982 I had no idea of what I was
getting into. I chose Baruch because I had
received a scholarship, not exactly the most
intelligent reason to choose a college. Li ke
most students, I had so many majors in my
first few years that I lost count. From
Economics to History, Political Science to
Psychology, it was hard to find a niche" In
my mind, all of these classes at Baruch were
interfering with my attempt to get a real
education. Nevertheless I persevered"
I had always been involved in extracurricular activities in school, even thou ch I
was extremely introverted and shy. Nevertheless, I will never know how my years at
Baruch would have turned out if it wasn't
for my Freshmen Orientation Leader, Tom
Weaver. He inspired me to get involved in
activities, just by talking about his involvement at Baruch, and how things could be
better.
When

-

I

-

Once I started getting involved I couldn't
turn the faucet off. I started teaching
Freshmen Orientation, a tremendous
challenge for a shy and insecure
sophomore. With the assistance, however,
of Dr. Irving Greger, Dr. Richard Fillipone
and most importantly, Dr. Jim Perrone, I
began to feel more confident and comfortable.
Right around the same time in the middle
of sophomore year I became involved in
what I consider the two most important
organizations at Baruch, The Ticker and
Helpline.
My time at The Ticker has been a
fascinating rollercoaster ride of ups and
downs. Most people believe that you will
find the greatest amount of political
manuevering in government, but this is not
totally true because student media is probably the greatest arena for the perpetration of political games. I was unfortunate
enough to meet some very small minded
people in my time at The Ticker, but I was
also lucky enough to meet some really interesting and decent people. Many of these
good people are long gone from Baruch,
but others still remain. I feel no need to
mention the rotten apples because they
deserve very little attention, but I know that
I am the better for learning how to deal
with them. Regardless of these events, my
faith in The Ticker as the true and foremost
advocate of students rights and opinions
has never swayed. I was never happier than
when I was writing for The Ticker because I
am a writer at heart.
The organization which has helped me
grow the most and helped Baruch students
the most has been Baruch Helpline. Unless
you are a member or have been helped by
us, it is hard to understand what Helpline is
all about. The main goal of the 'Line, to
help fellow Baruch students. was what first
attracted me. I had seen the many problems
Baruch students encountered and I wanted
to do something about them. What I didn't
know was that Helpline would force me to
think about my life and how and why I
think the way I do. It would help me

become a more complete person and it
would also give me the chance to socialize
and form deep friendships with some
marvelous people. It wasn't an easy ride
because I encountered many bumps and
detours but it was well worth t he turmoil.
Helpline was unique to me because I had
a commitment to try to help any student
with any problem he or she had. If you go
to a dean or the student government you
would encounter a lot of red tape. If you
had a personal problem you could go and
talk to someone your own age who was
trained in peer counseling. I took much flak
for my membership in Helpline, mostly
from people who lacked emotional depth
and who were unable to express any kind of
feelings.
What is quite interesting to me is that
although I was well known around Baruch
during the four years previous to this one,
it took a catchy name-The Lasher-to
make me exceptionally well known. Those
who know me as The Lasher exclusively.
however, don't know rhe whole me. No,
I'm not a mean person who takes joy in
writing bad things about Baruch. I'm a person who has seen a lot at Baruch and who
takes a backseat to no student when it
comes to knowing and cari ng about
Baruch.
To those who called me emotional and
too feeling, I truly feel sorry for you. I was
able to meet so many extraordinary people
at Baruch. I was able to have fun, love,
laugh and cry. I got a chance to perform
and rap at Street Fairs, talent shows,
registration, the Student Center and
Helpline Weekends with the Mixed
Nuts-three of my friends who gave a
damn about Baruch, These were people
who were also involved to their utmost
abilities in many facets of Baruch life, a
breed that is in short order in 1987 at
Baruch.
I was lucky to meet other special people
who are so important and integral in my
life. People like my Staten Island friend
who was there when I hit the lowest point in
my life, when I didn't feel like going on.
She was there to put everything back
together and give me at least one person to
have faith in. Special is also the word to
describe my Delancey Street Gang, three
charming and complex people.
Caring didn't always do the trick because
I've had some difficult times in dealing with
some people, and these painful experiences
will always be part of my memories at
Baruch. However I have always retained my
ability to care about and love these people,
I cared about all of these people and I
cared about Baruch. That is why my columns contained anger because I was angry.
There are too many issues for me to mention, but I've spoken about many injustices
at Baruch. The decent people all too often
seemed to get the shaft and if I didn't speak
out I couldn't respect myself.
It has been an honor to write for The
Ticker over the past three and a half years at
Baruch, as well as to be involved in many
activities. I'm thankful also that for every
Rich Akuettey we have had in government
we have a Tony Walker, that for every
Henry Wilson, Marilyn Mikulsky and Paul
LeClerc we have a Carl Aylrnan. Debbie
Sick Duggan and Carl Kirschner. I am also
thankful that we have a Dee Potter because
she is one of a kind.
I wasn't always the model student and I
know that I've let some people down over
the years, but on the whole I'm proud of
my experiences at Baruch and what I've accomplished. It's time to hit the road
however. but I think it's important that I say
that Baruch had changed my life. I've mentioned many people and there are many
more who I love, but this issue is not a 64
page issue so it's time to say goodbye.
The Lasher, in the words of one of my
former colleagues, is "going to take a
walk."

(Continued from Page 2)

volvernent last term with one such program
directed by Dr. Elizabeth Thangaraj which
motivated my involvement with probation
interventions.

are other programs around Baruch which
have been designed for and are being utilized by the large numbers of probation
students. There was also some casual mention in the article of the transfer student
problem and how that problem relates to
the probation issue. The writer of the article
stated that I said there was to be a program
for transfer students. I actually said that
there were ongoing programs for transfer
students. As a matter of fact it was my in-

There were a number of other small inaccuracies and/or confusions in The Ticker
article, but I will let the issue rest at this
point. I appreciate The Ticker's interest in
illustrating the situation of probation
students. I hope this letter helps to correct
and augment the information contained in
the article.
Dr. Marshall Lee
Office of Counseling and Psychological
Services
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DEAN BREAKS SILENCE
To The Editor:
In the eight years that I have served as
dean of the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, I have never felt it necessary to
write a letter to The Ticker. With the
publication of this year's newspaper,
however, I feel compelled to break my
silence.
Your most recent editorial "Not Not-forProfit" makes the self-congratulatory statement that The Ticker publishes "news good and bad - that is of relevance to the
entire Baruch community." I do not know
to what specific issue this editorial addresses itself, but it cryptically alludes to a
telephone complaint apparently registered
by the speech department over being charged a fee for advertising a campus event. The
ad [sic] goes on to explain that "Baruch is a
business school" and that one of the cardinallessons the editors have learned is that
"there are no free lunches."
I have news for you. Baruch is not a
business school. Baruch is a college, and a
college is a community whose educational
and cultural programs and environment
ought.to furnish the news-that youprofess
to print. I suspect (though I do not know)
that the speech department wanted to have
an ad announcing its upcoming production.
(You ought also to be responsible enough,
if you are going to answer complaints, to
give your readers the fullcontext of what
prompted your editorial dudgeon.) If my
guess is right - and even if it isn't - I personally find it surprising that a college
newspaper that has as its editorial policy to
print the news does not consider the annual
musical production, sponsored by the
department of speech and music, of sufficient importance either to announce and
preview its performance or to review it. It
so happens that this past week the Baruch
speech department and some very talented
student actors, musicians and stage hands
presented an a bsol u tely splendid,
professional-calibre performance of "Guys
and Dolls," and yet the readers of your
newspaper would never know that this important student event took place.
You make it the responsibility of your
readers to announce up-coming campus
events, which you will print gratis in
"Ticker Takes" (you do give free snacks
apparently). But have you ever considered
that some of those events are what campus
life is all about and that your arts and
feature editors, to say nothing of your news
editor, have the responsibility to give a full
report of the cultural and educational life
on this campus? Are you even aware that
we have such events as the Globus lecture
series, endowed by a generous and culturally aware Baruch alumnus, which brings
world-famous scholars; entertainers and
personalities on to this campus? Are you
aware that Baruch annually appoints a
noted writer-in-residence? Did you do a
story when the acclaimed novelist Herbert
Gold and Pulitzer-prize winning journalist
Murray Kempton were appointed to that
post this year? Are you aware that Baruch
sponsors an. endowed concert series? Did
you even deign to report that recently Stan
Getz, a world-renowned tenor sax jazz virtuose and his combo, presented a free concert for the benefit of the entire Baruch
community as this year's Morton Globus
Distinguished perfo~~ce event? ~'you
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know that this week Baruch art students
will exhibit their work, and that the talented
Baruch Art Department will mount an exhibition in the Baruch Gallery? Do you
know that one of this year's' Nobel-prize
winning laureates in medicine, Dr. Stanley
Cohen is coming to this campus to give a
Distinguished Morton Globus lecture on
May 6th at 3:00 P.M. in Nallin Hall?
Stan Getz is artist-in-residence at Stanford University, a school that incidentally
includes one of the leading business colleges
in the country. When Getz recently came to
New York City he played before sold-out
houses in Manhattan. But at Baruch he performed before a half empty auditorium.
J~ enthusiasts who came to this campus
(and those who are here) acclaimed the performance. But Baruch students do not
come to these events in large part because
your paper has no interest in featuring,
reporting or reviewing them.
For too long now Baruch students have
lived under the shadow of a newspaper that
characterizes this college as merely a
"business school." Happily our most successful alumni - the Morton Globuses, the
Charles Fei1$._ the AaJ:Qn .Silbermans (to
name only a few) - never thought that.
They endowed programs at this college
because they knew that a full college life includes exposure to a variety of important
cultural and educational events. If you
began to report the news in all its dimensions, as you are charged to do, then
perhaps academic departments would not
have to bother placing ads in your paper to
attract audiences for events that are the earmarks of a true campus life.

The Ticker unhappily has been out to
lunch.
Respectfully yours,
Martin Stevens
Dean, School of Liberal
Arts and Sciences.

(Continued from PageL)

VIGILANTE
the right thing, don't realize that if he had
been following the law in the first place he
would not have been able to commit the
cnrne ,
The outcome of the Goetz trial will set
precedent not only for New York City, but
for the entire nation. We, as New Yorkers,
have to decide if a person should be able to
walk away free for not only possessing an illegal firearm, but for using excessive force
and recklessly endangering the lives of his
fellow subway riders. Additionally, Goetz
shot two of his victims in the back as they
attempted to flee (how much harm could
they have been doing?) and. as Mr. Waples
put it "he did what any criminal would
do- he ran -not just from the subway,
buy away from New York City" and did
not -turn himself in for nine days.
If there is any justice in this city, Bernhard Goetz will be treated like the common criminal that he is and will be convicted of attempted murder. After all, he
did something that a policeman (who by
law is allowed to carry a gun) is not legally
permitted to do-shoot to kill without any
warmng..

DATE: Thursday, May

TIME:

28, 1987

9:30 Boarding Time
10:00pm Ship Departs

SHARP! or bring flippers
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Aboard the ccANDREW FLETCHER"

FORMAL ATTIRE A MUST
Drinks for the evening
will be $1.00 each

ADVANCE TICKET
SALES ONLY

$10.00
per person
For tickets see:
Dorothy Conover
Student Center Lobby
starting Tuesday
May 12, 1987
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AUGUST 31 SCHEDULED AS
UNOFFICIAL FIRST DAY
OF CLASSES
By CAITLIN MOLLISON
The Fall 1987 semester is unofficially scheduled to begin on
August 31, according to Joel Segall,
president of Baruch College.
According to Segall, a request to
start school earlier than usual had
to be sent to CUNY Central Headquarters for approval and that the
final decision was only' 'a matter of
days" away. Segall said the faculty
union would have to agree to return
to work earlier, as their Contracts
indicate they are not due back until
early September.

special assistant to the vice
chancellor for academic affairs,
"What is involved is that this is a
question of the faculty contract
with the union. A lot of people (in
the union) have to agree to it. The
faculty is under contract for a certain number of days."
Deuster said, "Approval won't
be forthcoming for several weeks."
He also said that the decision must
be made before a June 29 board
meeting. "This is the last possible
day for it to be approved."
Segall said he decided to begin
school in August rather than in
September because of three surveys:
one in The Reporter. one in The
Ticker. and "A relatively informal,
but decent survey by the Dean of
Students' Office (which all) came to
just about the same conclusion-to
start earlier. The faculty as well
were overwhelmingly in favor of
starting earlier."

President Joel Segall

"There's a problem with the
number of days that will elapse between commencement (June 2), and
when faculty must return," he said.
"It would mean a change in the
contract. terms. It doesn't. hurt
anyone, but it will be checked:"
According to Leo Deuster, the

Segall said personally it does not
make a difference to him when
school begins, but that if classes
were scheduled to start early,
students would complete finals by
December, instead of
January.
He stated that this would enable
them to do something useful with
that interim period (during the
month of January).
"We didn't want to make the
decision without considering the
wishes of the students and faculty
members." he said. "I wanted to
be guided by their wishes."

FACULTY SENATE SEEKS
ENFORCEMENT OF FINAL
EXAM SCHEDULE
By JACQUELINE MULHERN
The Baruch Faculty Senate's
in-class final exams during the last
Committee on Educational Policy is
week of school.
working to enforce the college's
Beane said, "Students are berule which requires fourteen weeks
ing shortchanged of their education
of teaching before final exams are
if they are only getting thirteen
administered to students, according
weeks of class and then one week of
to two of the committee's members,
exams. Also, professors are finding
Leona Beane, professor of Law,
that a lot of students are not coming
and Glen Peterson, chairperson of
to class the last week of school or

BLACK AND HISPANIC GROUP
NEGOTIATE FOR SETTLEMENT
WITH ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
B)" KENNETH BROWN

The Black and Hispanic Alumni
"group" is presently negotiating
for a place within the official
Baruch Alumni Association, according to Chairman Joseph Sellman's
lawver, David Cole.
"The .group is presently discussing
bylaw changes and a possible relationship with the alumni association," said Cole. This follows a
court order "to explore settlement
negotiations with the alum ni
association and the college;" he
said. A lawsuit initiated by Sellman
and his group against Baruch college was dismissed earlier by a
district court. This request came
from the college. Sellman appealed
to the Second Circuit Appellate
Court, where the staff council to
the circuit court recommended the
negotiations.
Baruch College President Joel
Segall confirmed these facts. He
said, "The legal case was dismissed
at a lower court but they appealed
to an appellate court. This court requested the group (Black and
Hispanic Alumni Association committee) to re-enter negotiations
within the alumni association
framework. "
Sellman and his group first initiated a suit against Baruch College
and its alumni association in the
Fall of 1985. According to Cole. the
black and Hispanic group wanted a
separate association "because the
group as a whole had not been a
central focus of the alumni situation." Cole found this str ance as

Baruch's pOSItIOn has been and
remains that there is one alumni
association. "Things are now proceeding the way they "should have
eigh t years ago," sai d Segall. He
was quoted in November, 1985 as
saying, Uthere. is one alumni
association. Anyone who uses the
name Baruch College is a part of
that association."
Stephen Wertheimer, vicepresident for development, said
that, "the black-hispanic alumni

promise a large percentage of both
alumni and students.

they are coming unprepared
because they need to study for the
other exams. It cuts down on the
amount of learning. "
Additionally, she said that as a
consequence of this problem,
Baruch could be penalized by the
state government. "It could affect
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Joseph Sellman, chairman of the Black
and Hispanic: Alumni COlllmiuee •

group and the alumni association
have had two meetings in the past
month," and may be having another
one this month. According to

meeting(s)

was

amicable
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The three positions were advertisour licensing with the Board of filiation with the Teacher's Union.
ed
in The Chronicle of Higher
Regents," she stated. However 1C In addition to the Educational
Education. Black Issues and Higher
added that she is mostly cone, .ied Policy committee, there are two
Education, and The New York
with the affect on the students. She other standing committees, Budget
Times, receiving nationwide attenstated that thirteen weeks is not and Finance and Individual Rights
tion. The ad for the position of
enough time to teach the entire and Responsibilities.
dean
of Liberal Arts and Sciences
syllabus.
Beane said she hopes that Baruch
describes the position as responsible
Beane and Petersen have enlisted students will be aware of this rule
for the following areas: the departthe aid of Paul LeClerc, the provost and complain if it is violated.
ment
of art. black and hispanic
and Vice President for Academic
Peterson was unavailable for
st udies, English, Germanic,
Affairs, to remind the faculty of comment due to illness.
Hebraic -and Oriental languages,
this policy. LeClerc has sent sev-ral
Beane said that the problem first
history, mathematics, music,
memoranda to the faculty asking came to Petersen's attention about
natural sciences, philosophy,
them to schedule final exams during a year ago, when he noticed the
political
science, psychology,
the designated times. He states that high absenteeism in his classes durromance languages, sociology, anthere has been some improvement ing the last week of Spring 1986
thropology and speech.
in this situation since last term classes. Petersen took an informal
Approximately half of Baruch
because of monitoring.
survey among his students and
College's degree credits are
Beane said that many students found approximately half of them
generated by the liberal arts and
are unaware of the rule. If students had in-class final exams. He
sciences
faculty. The department
are told they have to take an in-class discovered that the reason so many
employs about 225 tenured and 200
final exam, Beane advises them to students were absent was because
adjunct faculty. The dean of liberal
"go to the Dean or the Provost. they were studying for these early
arts
and sciences directs an adTell them about it and ask for con- exams, and those who did come to
ministrative support and curricular
fidentiality. " But she
said,
his class were usually unprepared.
guidance
staff of approximately 50
"Don't argue
with
yo ur
He then went to the Faculty Senate
people.
instructor." Anyone who is still and informed them of the problem.
---..J
having a problem can contact Beane ~-----Dean of Eduadion
or Petersen.
When asked why there is a relucConcerning the position of dean
tance among the faculty to obey this
of Education and Educational Serrule, Beane said, "1 don't know,"
vices, LeClerc said, "I expect there
then reconsidered her answer. She
will be an announcement on that
stated that sometimes faculty
next' week." He said that they are"
(Continued from front page)
members don't read all the
very close on coming to a decision
memoranda they receive. She said
on the positions of dean of students
The interviews of the finalitss and dean of education. but. "we
she doubts whether anyone _purhave been completed. LeClerc said. can't go public [yet]."
posely is disobeying school policy.
This problem is only one of many "They met with all the department
The dean of the School of
issues discussed by the Faculty chairs of liberal arts and sciences. Education and Educational Services
Senate, an organization which They met with a small group of oversees the departments of educaBeane describes as "a faculty gover- faculty that run special programs in tion, health and physical education
ning body that represents the facul- liberal arts and sciences. Then each and compensatory programs, the
ty on various matters relating to one had a public meeting to which office of student personnel services,
teaching and other. faculty con- we invited all the faculty of liberal the college library and the office of
siderations." The Senate elects sixty arts and sciences. They gave a 15 continuing studies.
officials from various ranks within minute presentation of their views
LeClerc was given the option of
the college and they meet once a of liberal arts and then answered voting on any of the committees,
month. However, they have no af- I Questions for 45 minutes."
but declined.
I

By LESTER
A group of returning students
raised a number of issues, including
availability of tutors, the registration process, the quality of the
faculty and academic dishonesty at
the last in a series of meetings in the
Dean of Students' office on May 6.
"There is a clear and definite
need for greater two-way communication between the faculty and
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DEANS

the Sociology/Anthropology
Department. They said that they
want Baruch students to be aware
of this problem because they are
concerned about the violation of
policy which
might
interfere
with the students' education. Curreruly, manyprofessors are giving

Returning Students
Discuss Problems
With Deans

Fo~R~aSORaWe
"-Bates ··C.U-",,·

both Cole and Segall, bylaws are being discussed but, they could' not
give any details. Segall said, "the

blacks and Hispanics now COID-

nothing was decided."
Concerning the possibility that
other ethnic or racial groups would
separate within the larger organization, Cole said, "I don't see any
trend for more groups at Baruch,
but this is not a rare thing around
the country. Many colleges have
separate black alumni associations."
In 1985, for example, Brooklyn
Colleges's Independent Black
Alumni Association was officially
incorporated as a separate
organization from the existing
alumni association and was granted
it's own charter.

Dr. Roald M. Aaron, 8!SOda~ dean of
students.

students," said Ronald Aaron,
associate dean of students.
"Student concerns are my concerns and I urge students to come
forward and help shape school
policy. We welcome student
input. "
Aaron, Dean Robert T. Georgia,
. the actiDg deai1-of-studeiits,-and])r.
Carl Kirschner, assistant to the
dean of students. concluded a series

SEIDMAN

•

of informal talks with various
segments of the student population.
Aaron noted. "We have tried in
the past to encourage students to
participate in the Baruch policymaking process, to no avail. We felt
this time that perhaps the best
method of reaching students was to
segment them, and target various
groups. Our last in a series of
meetings revolved around the concerns of returning students who are
over the age of 30."
According to Aaron, "The informal discussions have been
remarkably productive and informative. "
Some students mentioned the
confusion created by listing "TBA"
in the schedule of classes. One student who chose to remain nameless
questioned the - legitimacy of
"TBA" listings.
H; asked the deans whether or
not the "TBAs" were legitimate,
(as of yet undetermined), or were
simply a device used by poorly
evaluated instructors to railroad
students into taking their classes.
Aaron assured the student that the
"TBAs" were in fact legitimate.

students should not always have to
be subject to WBMB radio in all
student lounges. 'Along with nonsmoking areas there should bea
noise-free zone for students who
just want to sit and relax," Gorman
said.
Georgia questioned the legality of
designating non-smoking areas, yet
conceded that the mood is such
that, within the near future, he
could foresee CUNY'~ board of
Trustee's voting on such a measure.
Aaron said he hoped that the outcome of the series would be
"greater student commitment and
involvement. We urge students to
use our resources as aggressively as
they can. Our [dean's offices]
doors are always open, we encourage students to speak with us.
We want them to know that while
every problem may not have a
resolution, the deans will help in
any way they can, to resolve any
personal and academic problems."

CHANCELLOR
(Continued from front page)
and they aren't making $l00,OOC
per year, they are making $4.00 pel
hour in many cases."

One
student
suggested
department-wide evaluations to aid
the school in guaging perceptions
about particular departments.
Yvette Gorman, among other
students, voiced concerns about the
quality of the cafeterias in 17 Lexington Ave. and the 46 E. 26 St.
'&41

'-t'li'filk-"ihere--shOilfcr' -be

some areas which could be
designated non-smoking. Also

Negron Re-Elected
As USS Chai rperson
B)" JOHN P. PEELER

The University Student Senate
held its annual Plenary meeting on
March 29. The chief purpose of the
meeting was to elect the executive
officers who will guide the USS in
the coming year.
The incumbent chairperson,
Flerida Negron, was nominated and
re-elected for a second term of office. The race for the chair was contested by Sen. Harvey Elwood
of Medgar Evers college, Sen.
Steve Cutchin of John Jay College,
and Sen. Negron of Hostos.
After receiving the least amount of
votes in the first round of voting
Cutchin was required to withdraw
and the vote was retaken.
Negron won the chair for a second
consecutive term by defeating
Elwood by a majority vote of 14 to
12.
senate.
Steve Cutchin said, after the first
David R. Miller, a parliamenvote, "I just didn't think he tarian, was appointed at the start of
(Elwood) was ready to be chair; he the meeting as a temporary chairsounded good but I don't think he's
man to oversee the elections and
ready."
making sure they were conducted
The two- remaining positions,
with strict neutrality.
Senior College and Evening affairs
Elections were also held to fill the
vice-chairs, resulted in a tie as of the six vice-chair position on the USS
close of the meeting: The evernng executive board. The positions to be
position candidates were Darrall filled were the vice-chairs for
Johnson of B.M.C.C. and Nazeefa Legislative affairs, Fiscal Affairs,
Jameer of LaGuardia. The can- Senior College Affairs, Community
didates for the Senior College posi- College, Evening, and Graduate
tion were Jocelyn Murphy of Affairs.
Baruch and Rafael Figueroe of
The contest for Legislative affairs
Lehman College. The tied positions
are expected to be resolved at the was between Sen. William Struhs of
next scheduled meeting... of. the ... r~.~~~ ~~tl~~._~~~ -, ,~J!·._ ..4~re.

..

Gillen
of
Ki n gs b or o ug h .
Struns edge out his opponent with a
vote of 13 to 9 in the race. The
Community college affairs spot was
uncontested and Redman Jackson,
the senator from Hostos captured
ah votes save four abstentions. The
Graduate affairs position was the
most hotly contested of the election. Sen. David Pecoraro of
Queens College was opposed by
Sen. Louis Camporeale of
Brooklyn College, although absent
from the meeting, expressed his interest, and willingness to accept the
nomination for the position, to the
.chairperson before the meeting.
Despite both his absence and
numerous strong objections from
his opponent, Carnporeale won the
election by a vote of 13 to Senator
Pecararo 's 9 votes.
David Pecarero, on losing to an
empty chair, said, "This election is
an embarrassment, by doing this to
me you shame yourselves and this
entire body."
The Fiscal Affairs vice-chair position was also contested. Cutchin
after losing his bid for the overall
chair, was nominated and ran
a g ai n s t
Sen.
Folashade
Olanipekun of New York Technical
College. During the question and
answer period required of each candidate for office, Olanipekun
defended her position on a question
which implied a misappropriation
of funds on her part as the current
student government president at
New York Technical College.
Despite her defense of the implied
charges, and the fact that no proof
was offered, Cutchin won the
election by a vote of 13 to
one vote for Donald Duck.

I.----------------------~
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vrrgima commonwealth U. pro-

usc
ATHLETIC
SUPPORTERS
The

problems continue at
Southern Methodist U., as rumors
of a prostitution, cheating and
grade-fixing scheme for athletes
'surface. The school has hired an investigator to look into allegations
that SMU boosters, with the help of
students, set up the scheme. According to one official, an SMU student said she was paid $400. per
weekend to sleep with a football
player.

INSIDER
TRADING
Some masters of business
students at U. of Pennsylvania's
Wharton business school have been
crossing out names and inserting
their own on corporate interview
schedules this spring. They've also
ripped out qualification lists in
order to make it harder for other
students to prepare for the inter-

ERS

views. As a result, students can no
longer schedule their own interVIews.

PAPER
CHASE
For the love of toilet paper.
Oklahoma U. donn residents are
using too much of it (78,000 plus
rolls last year), and Iowa State U.
students don't want to use any of it.
ISU students, after circulating a
petition complaining about .tissue
paper quality, tested J8 different
brands and chose their top five
picks. Then, ISU officials selected
which brand fit into the school's
budget.

FROTHY
FLAKES
A food scientist at the U. of
Georgia claims to· have created
flakes that, when added to water,
turn into beer about 36 hours later.
It rivals any imported brew, he says,
and could save beer companies and
retailers millions each year in shipping and storage costs.

ISN'T
THAT
SPECIAL I
Sexual opinions are shifting and
the fear of sexually transmitted
diseases is the biggest reason, a
12-school survey concludes. Researchers say fewer college men are exaggerating their sexual conquests
(34070 in 1987 vs. 66070 in 1977) and
more female students want their
next lover to be a virgin (21OJo in
1987, 9010 in 1977).

PIGGIN'
ON THE
HITS
The sounds emanating from a
pigpen are music to the ears of a

COMING
HOME
The protection connection, a
condom delivery service at Texas
Tech. V., is back in business. The .
business ran into zoning problems
when
its
owner-a
Tech
student-operated out of his home.
But city officials granted him
special permission, allowing the
delivery service to be considered a
"customary home occupation."

-compiled by Caitlin Mollison

BLOOM COUNTY
. ' :' YIlWtl

GAG
TO
BRAG

fessor. He records them into music.
Some of the songs he's written includes: '.'Swine Lake, ", "Thou
Swill," and "Roadhog."

~
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TICKER TAKES
ART
LECTURES
A lecture entitled "Art in the
Corporate World" will be
presented on May 12 from 1:00 2:00 p.m. in Room 1016, in 46 E.
26th St. The speaker will be Robert
Murdock,
director of the IBM
.
Gallery of Science and Art.

.

STUDENT
FILM
FESTIVAL
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A "Suicide Row" contest, held
every Wednesday in a New Orleans
bar, is drawing students from far
and wide. For $7.50, customers try
to consume 19 drinks in three
hours. The rules: no eating and no
throwing up. The prize: bragging
rights.

Sales and Market-

Trainees:
Graduate to new ideas in office

business systems.
Graduate
to Monroe.

Monroe knows what college graduates are looking for in a career.
That's why we want to tell you about
how you can put your energy and
ambition into a successful sales career
in the dynamic office equipment
business.

In an industry filled with technological creativity, Monroe is known for
producing a steady stream of quality
products-advanced copiers, highly
sophisticated calculators, computer
hardware and software systems, and
more. As a representative for Monroe,
you'll have the resources of a nationwide marketing, distribution and
service network, backed by an outstanding 75-year old reputation.
What's more, you'll be joining a
forward-thinking company that appreciates good ideas, and rewards initiative and achievement.
We offer an excellent compensation
and benefits package: and substantial
growth opportunities. If you're ready

...

.-

.~

.

to commit yourself to an exciting
career, please send your resume to
one of the following nearby offices:
33 West 60th St., New York, NY 10023,
or call Dennis McFeeley at (212)
957-1000 • 99 Hudson St., New York.
NY 10013, or call Jim Schaffer at
(212) 431-8500 • West 18 Ridgewood
Ave., Paramus, NJ 07652, or call Mike
Pietrunti at (201) 652-9300 • 2150
Central Ave., Famingdale, NY 11735,
or call Bill Imbesi at (516) 293-6410
• 4 Executive Plaza, White Plains,
NY 10701, or call Ernie Gainor,
(914) 378-1530. For information on
other Monroe locations please call
Bob Coopersmith at (201) 993-2707.

MONROE
SYSTEMS

FOR

BUSINESS
An equal opportunity ernployer :

On Tuesday, May 19, the department of speech, in conjunction with
the video club, is hosting a student
film festival of works from T.V.
Production for Business and Public
Communication (Speech 3059)~
Speaking to the Camera (Speech
3063) and Broadcast Advertising
Production (Advertising 3141). All
works will be selected by a panel of
judges.
A tape from the Fall 1986 Club
Fair, produced by the members of
the video club, will also be shown.
The festival takes place from
12:30 - 2:00 p.m. in Room 1304 of
17 Lexington Ave. Refreshments
will be served.

EC.ONOMICS
LECTUREA lecture entitled "Not-ForProfit Firms in Medical Markets"
will be held on Tuesday, May 12,
from 4:30 - 6:30 in the Administrative Center Lounge, 155 E.
22nd St. The speaker will be Dr.
Mark Pauley, director of the
Leonard David Institute of Health
Economics at the Wharton School
of the University of Pennsylvania.
All are invited to attend.

ALUMNI
MURDERED
Harvey Koch, a 1950 Baruch
graduate and an active member of
the Board of Trustees, was
murdered on February 25, 1987, by
his brother in his downtown office,
in full view of his co-workers.
Koch who was 58, worked as an
account executive at the .investment
firm of Josephthal and Co. The
suspect, Sol Koch, gave himself up
to the authorities immediately, and
was charged with murder. No further details are available at this
time.
In addition to Koch's seat on the
Board of Trustees, he also served as
.a member of the Finance and
Budget Committees.
-MichMl Luga.u.J'

ADVERTISING
SCHOLARSHIPS
For the third year, the Long
Island Chapter of the Business Professional Advertising Association
will offer a .S1,000 .scholarship. in

memory of Wilbur R. Wensley.
Students enrolled in a four-year college or graduate school degree program and within one year of receiving their degree are eligible. They
must be majoring in marketing,
advertising, commercial art or communications. They must also live or
attend school in Nassau or Suffolk
County, New York.
The application requires a questionnaire to be completed plus two
letters of recommendation from appropriate
professors.
The
evaluating committee may require
an interview. Candidates are
welcome to submit examples of
their work or ther relevant materials
to support their applications. The
award will be based on merit: the
quality of the student's work,
studies to date and promise in the
field of marketing communications.
One scholarship in the form of a
check for $1,000 will be presented
to the winner at the Chapter's
meeting in September 1986.
The deadline is July 31, 1987.
Additional information and applications are available from Joan
at Rachlin Enterprises, 94C East
Jefryn Blvd., Deer Park, New
York, 11729, (516) 243-0505.

NOW
ESSAY

For more information write :
NOW Foundation Essay Contest
1401 New York Avenue NW #800
Washington, D.C. 20005 or call:
(202) 347-2279.

CLUB
VOUCHER
DEADLINE
To insure that all vouchers are
processed timely, before the close
of the fiscal year, student clubs and
organizations should submit
vouchers to their respective student
governments no later than Friday ~
May 29. It has been a long-standing
policy adopted by the College
Association that no organization
may have an event or commit any
funds after the close of the last day
of classes (May 19).
The president and/or treasurer of
each organization are urged to visit

ART SOCIETY
BUS TRIP
The Art Society announces a bus
trip to visit the famous Newport
cottages of Rhode Island on Saturday, May 16. The bus will leave
from 46 E. 26th St. at 8:30 a.m.
and return at 9:00 p.m. The cost of
the trip is $26 and anyone interested
can sign up in Room 1020 of 46 E.
26th St. The deadline is Wednesday. May 13.

GIVE WITH ONE,
TAX WITH "_THE
OTHER
The Tax Act of 1986 requires that
beginning in 1987 certain portions
of scholarships and other formsof
student grants (PELL, TAP,
SEEK, COLLEGE DISCOVERY,
etc.) must be included in taxable income.
The Act limits the exclusion from
income of scholarships and
fellowships received by degree candidates. Degree candidates may only exclude the portion of the
scholarship and fellowship awards
received which covers tuition and
course-related expenses (i.e., fees,
books, supplies, and equipment required for courses of instruction).
Non-degree candidates will lose all
of their previously favorable tax
treatment. No portion of a scholarship or fellowship received by a
non-degree candidate can be excluded from income.
You will have to separate the taxable and non-taxable portion of
your student aid when filing your
federal tax form and will have to

(Continued on Page 10, Col. 3)

Kaplan
"EarlyBird"classes.
Take oneand

CO·NTEST
September 17, 1987, the
United States will be celebrating the
200th anniversary of the signing of
the U.S. Constitution. The National Organization for Women
Foundation is sponsoring a National Essay Contest to focus attention on why women have not been
included in the U.S. Constitution.

the Accounting Unit (Student
Center-Rm. 306) to check club
balances. All expenditures must be
within the club's program budget.
In the event that vouchers cannot
be submitted by the May 29th
deadline, the president and/or
treasurer must notify the Accounting Unit (725-3059) prior to the
deadline date. Any voucher submitted after the deadline will not be
paid.
Club officers will be notified by
mail and/or phone if there are any
problems with the processing of their
vouchers. A limited amount of time
in which to clear up any problems
with your vouchers will be given.

On

The topic of the Essay Contest is:
Do we need on equal rights for
women amendment to the U.S.
Constitu ti on?
Each entry must be accompanied
by a completed and signed en try
form (or facsimile). All entries
should consist of no mo~e than
1,250 words, including fodtnotes.
They should be typed on 8 V2 by 11"
margins. All entries must be
postmarked no later than
September 30, 198'7. The work
must be that of the individual student in whose name the entry is submitted and must be an original
com~sition written specifically for
this competition.
The NOW Foundation National
Essay Contest entrants will be
divided into three categories. The
contest is open to all students
enrolled in one of the followingr-L
senior high school (grades 9
through 12); 2. college; 3. continuing education.
The competition will be judged
by ·a national panel composed of
leaders of the women '5 rights movement, whose decision will be final.
A first-place winner from each of
the categories mentioned above will
be chosen.
The national winners will be
awarded scholarships from the
NOW Foundation, starting at
$1 ,000. In additiol:l, the NOW
Foundation has the right to publish
winning entries either in the National NOW Times Of another ap.. propriate_J»Jb1ication... , . - , ~ -' .

/ Want high scores on the MeAt LSAI
GMAJ: DA! or GRE? Then get into high
gear with a Kaplan "Early Bird" class.
We'll prepare you for one ofthese careershaping exams and still leave you plenty of
time to spare. And ifyou need a quick
refresher before the exam, bone up with our
'Iest-N'Iape" series at any ofour 120 centers.
Right up to the last minute,
So enroll. Toda¥ Because everyone
knows what the early bird gets.

!

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

Call Days, Evenings, Even Weekends

212-977-8200
131 West 56 Street (Between 6th &7th Ave)
NewYork, N.'ll0019
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as being a major problem. By next
semester there should be space to
accomodate them both -- there
would be other positions or opportunities," said Boisson.
The students who will comprise
next year's GSA are: Wai Kwong
Suen (54), Stuart Nachmias (53),
Hayley Selk (521, Lisa Mesulam
(50), Sharon Deheney (49), lisa
Barber (48), John Tischler (48),
~sai (46) and Barbara Eppolito and Madhu Gupta were tied
with 36 votes.
,--J

ballot for the Evening Session Student Assembly, but as it turns out,
one should not have been there, according to Boisson. Marie Lima
was elected to the ESSA last vear ,
and according to Jocelyn Murphy,
president of the ESSA, Lima did
not need to run this year because
the ESSA constitution allows its
members to stay in office for two
years.
"The committee [SEGRC]
should have taken [lima's name]
(Continued from Front Page)
out" of the ballot, said Murphy. "I
told Carol [Robbins, director of have these lists on a data processing
evening and graduate student ser- I file enabled us to order the diplomas
vices] that [Lima] didn't need to run and have them earlier. Not as early as I
again," added Murphy. According would like, but we are making moveI
to Boisson, the result of the mistake : ment in that direction."
is that Julian Aronowitz. who I The process will be even faster when
would have come out a loser the computer system is fully imbecause he had the least number of plemented. McCarthy stated that,
votes will be part of the ESSA next I "Establishment of the student inforyear.
l marion management system at Baruch
The following is a list of students
will track the progress of each student
and the number of votes they , from admission all the way to graduareceived: James Ackerman (86),
tion and alumni activities."
Herman Phillip (86), An aela
The present system is slower, even
Mayers (76), Robert Morrison (76).
though it is partially automated,
Yvette Gorman (73), Marie Lima I because there is no transfer in the com(71), Cecil Shields (67). Harry
puter center between files of each inKwasi Donkor (66). Stephen Swandividual semester. There is no way to
son (65), Julius \Valls Jr. (63) and I determine a cumulative GPA with this
Julian Aronowitz (54).
1 system. At present, the cumulative
! GP As
must be done manually.
Graduate Student Assf'mhl~'
Another contributing factor to the
Graduate students had to choose
slowdown of the process is that for the
nine assembly members for the I past few years Baruch has been giving
Graduate Student Assembly. The
out record numbers of degrees. This
ballot presented them with 11 opyear the number of diplomas is on its
tions. According to Boisson, the
way to topping 2,000.
candidate with the least votes was
According to McCarthy, unless
eliminated, but two candidates tied
there has been a problem that has not
for the last place. "1 don't see that
been resolved, the students .should be
~

GRADUATION

I

,
I

I

The other seminar takes a close
look at the role of business and the
business person in American culture
from the Puritans to the World of
insider trading, management
buyouts with junk bonds and even
Boesky. Seminar readings will include Dreiser's The Financier,
The new law is unclear in many Sinclair Lewis' classic, Babbitt,
ways and it is expected that clarify- Scott Fitzgerald's The Last Tycoon,
~
.......,NSilo1.
<
ing regulations will be issued over and Auchincloss' The Embezzler.
.. A.
the next several months. The direc- The course will be taught by Tony
~
tor of financial aid then hopes to be Tinker of Accounting and John
able to provide you with additional Todd of English. It will meet on
information on the new law. Until Mondays and Wednesdays from
then you should direct specific 11:20-12:35 in the Feit Seminar
questions about the new law to the Room. It may be used for advanced
local office of the Internal Revenue elective credit in English or history.
Service or to an appropriate tax adTo be eligible to register for a Feit
visor.
Seminar, you need a B plus average,
no.... Mee.rtIIy 9 tile rqlsti ••
junior or senior standing, six
credits in the humanities and perable to confirm their graduation in a
mission of the director -of the Feit
reasonable period of time. This year,
Interdisciplinary Seminar Program.
due to use of the computer system, the
In the past, selected students who
process is farther along that it was last
,have lacked one of these reyear at this time.
The FElT Seminar is offering quirements have been allowed to
McCarthy said, "It's not going to
take a seminar with strong faculty
happen overnight, but we are moving two special courses in the fall. One recommendation. Interested students
in the direction of having a quicker is The Bible in Art and Literature can go to Room 1507 in 17 Lexprocess. The first fruits of the com- and the other is The Business- ington Ave. before the end of
Person in American Culture.
puter system are not far away."
school or call Myrna Chase at
,--------------'
The first is taught by the team of 7254410.
Michael Plekon of Sociology and
Religion and Culture, Pamela She-Compiled by Caitlin Mollison
ingorn of Art and Martin Stevens of
English. It will meet on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, 11:~ 12:35. The seminar will focus on reading selections
from the Bible (both Old and New
Testaments) and exploring some
(Continued from Page 9)
important Biblical themes in the
culture of Western Civilization.
maintain records to document pernutted expenses. Be sure to keep There will be slides, films, videos
copies of relevent bills. receipts, and field trips as part of this course.
cancelled checks, and other It may be used as advanced elective
documentation for tuition, fees. credit in art, English, history or
books, supplies and equipment.
religion and culture.
You should also be alert to the
fact that, commencing in 1987,
students whose parents claim them
on their tax return as dependent will
no longer be able to claim
themselves on their own personal
return.

.~

FElT SEMINAR
FALL COURSES

TICKER
TAKES

NORA CHARLES
TEMPORAR~7

SERVICES, INC.
WORK TEMPORARY
THIS SUMMER AND GET
NEXT SEMESTERS TEXT
BOOKS FREE!!

That's right! We have hundreds of interesting summer positions in New York's City top cooperations, including advertising, television, brokerage, fashion, and
law.
Earn from seven dollars per hour as a receptionist,
secretary, or word processing operator.
Now the summer's end will be your beginning. Bank
some cash and come out with valuable work experience
to boot!!
Work with New York's #1 temporary office service
this summer.
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BARUCH COLLEGE, CUNY

Staggering
Statistics:
AIDS

MOUTHING OFF
By LINDA ZUECH

By ANDREW A. PANICO

A Wild
Lip-sync
at Baruch

-

RAKE

MUCK

George Pasco and a friend, Suu.

SEEKING 3 qualified and dedicated
people to work as BUR0ARS in the
Baruch Day Session Student Government Treasure's Office for the next
academic year.
p/\ Y RA TE: S n'.OO/i7our, m e x irn utn 20 hours per
v eek .
Required: 3 credits in accounting. Knowledge of

club and student government budget
process a PLUS, but not required.

SEND RESUMES, 3 REFERENCES,
LETTER OF APPLICATION TO:
tv1 r. Ed war d J. Mill s
12 Gold Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

By CHETNA BALCHANDANI

APPLICATION CLOSING DATE.
Wednesday, June 10, 1987
Equal Opportunity Employer

*

Pulitzer Prize Winner Surprises Students

ATTENTION ~

BARUCH GRADUATES
Sherwood Capital, Inc., a major Brokerage Firm
with over 30 offices coast to coast has opportun ities for enth usiastic, 'hard-working i ndividuals, as full-time stock broker trainees. If you
want to explore an exciting career as a sales
representative in the securities industry send

resumes to:

Sherwood Capital, Inc.
Branch Manager
Suite 807
61 ·Broadway
New York, N.Y.
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OPENING TRADE DOORS
llevitalizing
Caribbean
EconoJUies
By PHILIP J. DARRAGH
Henderson Clarke, of the Barbados Export Corporation, focused on the Caribbean Basin Initiative in a lecture given to
the Foreign Trade Society.
The CBI Economic Recovery Act was
passed by Congress in July, 1983, and signed into law by President Reagan on August
28, 1983. The CBI became operational in
January 1984. "The recovery act was passed mainly to revitalize the failing economies
in the Caribbean," Henderson said. It attempted to expand the private sector and
the opportunities which the private sector
of the Caribbean had for marketing products in the U.S. Henderson said, "The
CBI is not the answer to Caribbean problems. The Caribbean problems should be
dealt with by the collective move of Carib-

bean governments towards their own
social problems and internal problems. " He
also said, "The CBI would be beneficial to
the manufacturing center and most governments have realized this and they have put
in place a number of projects to take advantage of the opportunities under the CBI."
Section 2-11 of the act allows the President to remove all duties from products
which are available, with certain exceptions, from the Caribbean. Congress has
chosen about 27 countries which the President could call beneficiary countries that
would be allowed to benefit from the act.
Henderson said, "So far, there are about 22
of these countries under the act." Henderson further said, "There are certain exemptions which may be used and certain criteria
which must be met, if the President is to
designate a beneficiary country under the
act. " A nation could be disoualified from
being a beneficiary country if:
1) a country is or becomes a communist

country
2) if it does not cooperate with the United
States in preventing narcotic drugs from

entering the U.S'. or
3) that country has not entered into an extradition treaty with the United States.
These are only guidelines which are set
out for the President by Congress. "But the
President himself has the option of using
either criteria to determine whether or not
he will allow a country to benefit under the
act." As an example, Henderson said, "If
you consider the economic conditions
prevailing in the country; if the President
thinks that country is developed enough to
a point where it should not benefit under
this scheme or it should not be given this
preference, then he may use that as his own
criteria to decide if that country should be a
beneficiary country. "
Prior to the adoption of the CBI, most of
. the Caribbean-U.S. trade was done under
the general system of preference. The GSP
not only catered to Caribbean countries but
to developing countries throughout the
world. Henderson said, "There were about
150 nations which benefitted from the asp.
The asp allowed some 2,800 products dutySee "Trading Thoughts" on Page 14
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SCULPTOR MOLDS
ART CONSUMERS

ABC Exec.
Missed
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By MICHELLE· PAVNE
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By KENNETH BROWN

HIf Baruch wasn't' there, I wouldn't have
been able to go to college," said Richard
Montesano as he sat in front of his office's
large bay window facing Sixth Avenue.
"'We didn't have much money; I'm
grateful." Montesano has come quite a way
from his less-than-affluent Brooklyn beginnings. He is now vice-president for network
program research, marketing and research
services for ABC.

'.

Earning both his B.B.A. and M.B.A.
degrees in business statistics from Baruch
College, Montesano also taught marketing
and business statistics as an adjunct professor at Pace University and also at
Baruch. Teaching helped him "to repay for
things I got and to help stay on top of your
field." He taught for about 10 years.
Besides teaching, Montesano has had many
years of experience working within the

,
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The American Express" Card can get you virtually
everything from a TV to a T-shtrt. Or a tuxedo
From Tulsa to Thailand So during college and after. it's the
perfect way to pay for just about anything you'll want

How to get the Card before graduation.
College is the first sign ofsuccess, And because
we believe in your potential. we've made it easier
to get the American Express Card right now. rou can
qualify even before you graduate with ourspecial
student offers For details, look for applications
on campus, Or just call1-ROO-THE-CARD, and ask
for a student application,

The American Express Card.
Don't Leave School \X"ithout It."
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marketing research field. Prior to joining
ABC in 1982, he served as a senior vicepresident for marketing services and a
research director for the Radio Advertising
Bureau in New York. He has also been
employed by Trendex Inc. for Yankelovich,
Skelly and White.
Included in Montesano's responsibilities
as vice-president for network program
research is working with primary and audience research related to the growth of new
technologies and their impact on the television industry. "We do all the market
research for all of ABC's 21 prime-time and
daytime shows," said Montesano. "This is
a very important aspect as ABC generates
about two billion dollars of income per
year. " When ABC merged with Capital
Cities, "we had to re-evaluate our position
in the market place. We now have learned
to rely more on market research," he explained. Presently, ABC is in third place
among the networks in ratings. He said,
"We're aiming at an audience of 18 to 49
year olds. Their discretionary income is
higher and they are trendsetters and the
core of the nation. This is very important to
advertisers and market research. We are
trying new approaches, such as the new
Max Headroom show to win the Tuesday
ratings. That's the way NBC captured first
place by dominating Thursdays. Our soaps
are aimed at college kids."
Montesano appreciates his education
from Baruch but feels something was lacking. He missed a more "casual atmosphere
and green grass" and a real campus. "We
See "ABC" on

Pq~
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The room was unfurnished, except 'for a
single fireplace and two floor-to-ceiling
windows. All attention was drawn to the
object that stretched across the clear,
wooden floor. A rug. But one quite different from the ordinary floor covering.
This vastly magnified work depicted an arrangement of tentacles reaching upward
. among carefully placed pyramids constructed with spheres. And those details
were hardly the most unusual elements of
the design. This rug was made of clay.
The person that created this magnificient
sculpture is Elsbeth S. Woody, an associate
professor in Baruch's art department since
1970. The rug, displayed at Greenwich
House Pottery in 1986, is one of Woody's
solo exhibitions, which also include works
displayed at the Sign of the Swan Gallery in
Philadelphia and Mercer County Community College in New Jersey. The time
and effort that she devotes to her field is apparent after examining the extensive list of
group exhibitions, commissions, lectures
and workshops that she has participated in.
The results are just as satisfying because her
dedication emerges in the form of
sculpture, which establishes her as a true artist.
"I'm extremely obsessive in my work,"
she said. "My feeling is not whether you are
a good or bad artist, but \fJ1ether you are
working. You are the only judge. You have
to take responsibility." For this reason,
Woody is particularly strict with her
students, molding them into "educated
consumers of art." After all, she commented, "they are our future clientele."
Woody presently teaches two mornings
per week and expects to teach two full days
next semester. She is concerned that her
students become "well-rounded, educated
people " and she feels that art, like all
courses in the humanities, can teach a lot.
In accounting problems there is usually only
one answer, while in art there are many
answers. These varied possibilities introduce students to a new "approach to
problem-solving, seeing the world and experiencing things," according to Woody.
An example of how this professor evokes
creativity from her students can be il-

Iustrated by describing an assignment for a
class. It required students to create a form
by building the outside using no right
angles. (The reason being that she "didn't
want to end up with a lot of cubes and rectangular boxes.") Although the students
found the project difficult, they were constantly forced to make decisions on their
own. The results were interesting. Students
that enroll in her ceramics class should not
expect to make ash trays; that is never
allowed. Classes are demanding and
students work hard because Woody wants
them to "get the most out of themselves."
Born in West Germany in 1940, Woody
views her work as "something in a form
that speaks to anybody." She can be inspired in many different ways, such as
observing trees while walking through a
forest in Europe. This stimulated an idea
for one of her previous projects. Her permanent public installations include a fountain for Riverside Park in Victoria, Texas, a
"Field of Tusks" at the Museum of Art in
Pretoria, South Africa and the "Spirals," a
fountain for George Mason Plaza in Falls
Church, Virginia. The nature of her work is
not simply for decorative purposes. It goes
beyond being a visual object, touching each
person on a different level. And the ideas
never stop flowing. According to Woody,
people are "surrounded by form all of the
time, inspired all the time. It never turns
off. "
Although trained as a potter, Woody immediately adopted sculpture as her specialty. She present!y resides in a studio apartment near Baruch where she creates small
scale models of her work, and eventually
fires to about 2,200 degrees each section of
the final' product in a kiln at the comer of
her workshop. She has made virtually no
changes in the style that guides her through
the process, always using "raw clay"
(which is without a glazed surface.) The only change she has made has been in color
choice, from dark brown to an orangereddish brown. But to Woody this is insignificant because "form is more impor, tant."
The one similarity in all of Woody's work is
that each project is made up of multiple
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few of the speakers on stage.

sculptures. Each is not simply one statue.
but a combination of structures that are different but, from a distance, look the same.
It is this combinatton that gives a piece
.meaning. The loss of just one can shatter an
entire exbibit. An accident occurred in the
past in which four out of 12 spirals broke. It
was devastating to Woody, and it was not
long before friends called her on the phone
and offered sympathy, as if a child had
passed away. In a certain sense, it was not
far from the truth.

A' portion of a statement made in a

recent exhibit, "Artists in Space" at the
Fashion Institute of Technology, best
describes her feelings toward 'her type of
art: "In sculpture-as-object the scale may
be determined by the place. but the object is
dominant. When the space becomes the
primary medium, it is transformed by the
object. When the emphasis shifts back and
forth in one work between the form and the
space, I am the happiest. n
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late arrival who was to. have gone third,
could perform, Paul, who bore a slight
resemblance to Janet Jackson, did "Control." She wore all black with a silvery
jacket. Her moves were reminiscent of
Jackson's with some of her own thrown in.

LIPS
George Pasco and his rag doll, "Suzy,"
followed with TKA's "Corne Get my
Love. " He began his act by popping and
dancing before the doll. However, by the
end, and much to the delight of the crowd,
he was gesturing and doing things with the
doll that could not be described in a polite
newspaper.
Lidharrie, the second Prince, came next
with "The Beautiful Ones." He wore a
black trench coat and a black cut-off with
the matching pants, both with buttons sewn
on. His lip-sync was perfect and the audience loved him. His every gesture and expression was like those of the "Purple
One." He brought shrieks from the women
as he toyed with removal of his coat. When
he laid down, just as Prince had in performing the song in Purple Rain, it seemed like it
was Prince himself up there.
.
Owarish and Lievano danced very well
together as the ninth act. Their costumes
were attractive and the moves were well
choregraphed.
The next performance was, in a word, as
emcee Freeman had said, "STEAMY!"
Tonja Bivins, Lisa Perez and Elana Gerling
performed the Vanity 6's "Nasty Girls"
wearing skimpy lingerie. Young men from
the first several rows ran up as the trio came
to the edge of the stage. One man in the audience simply kept repeating, "I love them,
they're beautiful." When "Vanity" easingly called the young men to come to her, she
was immediately taken up on the offer.
"Blackmon" from the earlier Cameo act
almost danced his way up to her, only to be
dragged away at the last minute by a security guard.
Cherel Nelson was faced with the nearly
impossible task of following that hot act,
and was more than up to it. She did Jennifer H0li9ay's "I'm Telling You" with
such passion and expression that she
brought the audience to its feet for the only
standing ovation of the dav.
The eleven acts were called out for a bow
only to be sent back so that Judy Paul, a

Vanity 6 came up with third .prize and
$50. "Vanity" later commented, "It was
fun, but it wasn't organized, which made
the performers suffer. I'm happy with the
results and I'd do it again." She added, for
any would-be-admirers who caught her act,
that, "I won't accept offers for any dates.
I'm taken and I'm happy."
Nelson won $75 for second prize. She
said, "Second place is not so bad. In fact, it
could have been worse, it could have been
third. Thanks to the audience for such lovely support. "
Lidharrie, who before this show said,
"I've always dreamed of having a lip-sync
contest at Baruch," had another dream
come true as he won first prize and $150 for
his Prince. After winning he said, "I didn't
expect to win. I was in it for the fun of it."
The idea for the show had come from
Pauline Jennet, the chairperson of the Student Council. It came as a product' of
discussions held over Leadership Weekend.
Francine Gennis, also from the DSSG,
said, "I think Nathan and Linda did a
superb, excellent job. I'm glad people like
this are in student government and they'll
be here next year. We can only expect bigger and better things from them."
Gioia commented, with some tiredness
after the long day, "I had fun today. I wish
more people would get involved. We could
have produced an even better show."
Freeman said, "It was a success because
we gave every effort and put in hard work.
We hope to put this' show on again with an
even higher Quality next year."
As Mark Elchoun of the Italian Society
said, "This just goes to show, when the day
sesssion student government puts their
minds to something, they really put on a
first class act."

(Continued from Page /2)

free access to the American market. The

eEl extended this to about 7,350 products
which could benefit from duty-free access
into the U.S."

"If you look at manufacturing in the
Caribbean, ' '; Henderson said, "all of the 22
beneficiary countries make up a list of products which can be manufactured with
some capability." This list of products
which could be manufactured in the Caribbean would have some kind of comparative
advantage in the American market. The
products are indigenous, can be produced
at competitive prices and are of good
enough quality to be marketed. Henderson
said, "In my view the list is very limited.
There are less than ]00 products which can
be manufactured with these capabilities in
the Caribbean." He said, "These products
are wearing apparel, sugar, rum, furniture,
petroleum and petroleum products, shoes
and some other leather products. "
However, the list of goods which are excluded from benefitting under the CBI are
textiles, wearing apparel, petroleum and
petroleum products, footwear, certain
leather products, rubber and plastic gloves
and watches if made from material which
originated in a communist country.
The products which the Caribbean nations are best able to produce are the same
products which are excluded from the list of
favored goods. Henderson said, "The points
I am trying to make are the same observations of Errol Barrow, the prime minister of
Barbados. Prime Minister Barrow said 'If the
CBI is producing modest results it is 'not because the CBI itself is a failure, but because the
CEI is a very modest instrument. The CBI
did open the doors to the Caribbean; but it
didn't open the door wide enough.' What
has been done has not really given the Caribbean the kind of opportunities which appeared to be given when the act was first
done. "
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Henderson had the following observations on a possible solution to this problem: "My view is that if you are serious
about giving the Caribbean assistance, what
you should have done is look at the products which they have the capability of providing, and the products which they can
benefit from providing. Then give them
assistance by saying we will allow you not to
send those extra 5,<XX> products duty free,
but to send this selected 10 or 15 items into
the U.S. duty free. So indeed what you're
doing is just giving them (the Caribbean
nations) less than 20 products, but the ones
they have the capability of benefitting
from. This is what I think should happen
with the CBI."
Since the CBI was instituted in 1984, the
U.S. has exported more to the Caribbean
nations than it imports. In 1986, the U.S.
exported about $6 billion worth of products
to the Caribbean nations, while importing
about $4.8 billion at the same time. This is
about a 30 percent imbalance in trade. The CBI
is often seen as an aid package. "In my view it
should not be seen as an aid package. It
should be seen as a method of alleviating
the present imbalances of trade between imports and exports," Henderson said.
After Mr. Henderson gave his lecture,
the 25 person audience was invited to participate in a question and answer period.
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The problems the disease can create a
wide in range and spread far in effect. I~
just six short years, AIDS has infected
many different areas of American life.
AIDS has been responsible for the extra
cautious business community to become
even more discriminatory in its hiring practices. It's even kicked the T.V. industry
where it hurts. While television announces
the demise of celebrity after celebrity and
warns' of the increase number of reported
cases, it has largely refused to advertise condoms, though condoms could be crucial in
preventive transmission and save thousands
of lives a year,

ta, the figures on those already infected in
this country alone are staggering. Since
1981, when the disease was first identified ,
there have been 31,982 cases reported. Urban centers are often the hardest hit. In
New York City, 9,046 cases of the disease
have been reported alone. Of that number,
It's obvious by now, according
5,000 have already died. The C.D.C., in
to Surachi, that some drastic
conjunction with medical officials in
things have to be done. Radical ideas and
N. Y.C.,'·estimates that a half million "New
plans
will be needed. Maybe it's time that
Yorkers have already been infected by the
we redesign drug testing regulations to
virus. In the next five years another 25,000
allow
researchers to identify results of their
New Yorkers will have died from the
work,
disease. At this rate of geometric increase
, develop
. . a structure that will facilitate
commurncanon and finances for researthere will be 1 million cases of AIDS in the
chers on an international scale. As symbol
United States by the.year 2000.
for the survival and peace of mankind, the
The problem does not stop here, fOJ
United Nations could do well in the eyes of
those are only the figures for the U.S. The
the world if ti provided assistance. The
disease is also found in Western Europe,
most important step, according to experts
parts of Eastern Europe and South
like Dr. Surachi, is informing the public
America. Perhaps the hardest hit regions to
because only this will keep the disease in
date are in Africa where the disease is
check. People have to know about conspreading rampantly.
doms, about avoiding high risk situations,
The gravity and spiralling number of
how to help their children and friends to
cases reported has prompted an internalearn as well. As with any other problem of
tional legion of researchers, scientists and
any scale, we have to get past the denial of
doctors to work 'round the clock looking
AIDS. Then we have to lay aside blame and
for answers. They search frantically in such
anger and get everyone together for some
places as the Curie University in Paris, the
answers and some serious changes, said
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Surachi.
Disease in Bethesda, Md., Cornell Medical
This effects everyone, but especially
Institute in New York and the Pettenkofer
those of us in college. We are a high risk
Institute in Munich. There are many other
group
simply because of our age. Here at
institutes, hospitals and universities involvBaruch, we're even a higher risk group. Aced worldwide. There are even a concording to the Villaze Voice, black women
siderable number of researchers in the pharare 13 times more likely than white
maceutical industry who have joined in the
women to contract AIDS and at least halt
uphill struggle to find a cure. Perhaps the
of all blacks and Hispanics with AIDS are
most visible of these research teams can be
heterosexual. Be careful and know your
found at the Jonas Salk Institution in La
partner ~ You're sleeping with everyone
Jolla, California. The institute's namesake
_your-..partner...has
slept with ill the past fiy.c. is kadill8 his·· t-eam --in seareh~cme1n ....
. years and everyone those people slept with
much the same manner he researched the
in the past five years and so on.
cure for polio, which he discovered and
If you need help or you just want to ask
tested in 1954.
some questions call, for men: Safe Sex
Much criticism has come from these same
Clinic (212) 807-6555, for women: The
researchers in regard to federal assistance.
Stuyvesant Clinic (212) 674-0220 or contact
The New York Times ran a four part series
Dr. Patrick Surachi for information on
on AIDS the week of March 15 in which it
discussion groups: (212) 473-5966 .
quotes American researchers complaining
that the federal government has been too
slow in responding to the grave situation
which has escalated in just six years. The
(Continued from Pagel2)
present administration, which may have
been slow in recognizing a hazardous problem, is attempting to make up lost ground.
In 1986 alone, there was the Executive
Public Health Task Force report' 'Plan for
the Prevention and Control of Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome" to outline
and recommend means of prevention and
weren't taught to balance the finer things in
education for the country. In the same year
life with business. We were all driven to suca report from Everett Koop, surgeon
ceed in business but were lacking in knowgeneral of the U.S., urged the use of. coning what we really want from life."
doms in any exchange of a sexual nature.
Maybe the most crucial step taken by the
Montesano. a husband and father of
federal government is the recent announcefour, realizes that it is most important to
ment that restrictions would be lifted from
have your family, your health and to enjoy
the testing of AIDS related drugs. This led
your
career. "That is what being successful
to availability of the experimental drug
means to me," he said. Because he comA. T. V., to the general public. Although the
muted
and worked, Montesano had
drug itself is very expensive (approximately
precious little time to be very active at
$10,000 per year) there are some indications
Baruch. He was a member of the statistical
that it helps alleviate the effects of the virus.
and assisted professors in research
society
Still, researchers feel that what is needed is
and statistical projects.
financial assistance along with better sex
education programs for young people.
Does Montesano feel the Baruch name
Already many urban schools have added
hurt or helped him in his career? "The
AIDS information to their traditional sex
name certainly is not awesome to the guys,
education programs and many of the more
who are hiring you, that graduated from
progressive universities across the country
Yale
and' Harvard;" he said. Montesano
have taken to distributing free condoms on
feels you are not better because of a better
campus. But much of the financial
school; "You are who you are,"
assistance is still coming from the private
Montesano said. "Baruch gave me a solid
sector and researchers say it just isn't
education and stimulated me intellectually.
enough. Unfortunately, researchers still
A former president of ABC was a graduate
believe that with or without federal help, a
of City College."
cure is still way out in the distance, maybe
as late as 1997. The virus is hard to control
To future business people Montesano
and much of the crucial research can only
closed with this advice: "Be enthusiastic
be done on humans because traditional
about your field and get your masters; it's
laboratory ani.mals do not show signs of
indispensible. "
developing the disease.

ABC

(Continued from Page 11/

Qualities a journalist should have:
. 'Curiosity ,readiness to work, and as much
honesty as you can possibly have." As far
as his own credentials are concerned,
Kempton still isn't completely satisfied with
should have taken this (position) on. It's
himself, but then, that isn't too uncomawfully hard to do fully satisfactory work
mon.
"Did I know enough? I don't know.
and satisfy yourself. Teaching should be a
Probably not. On-the-job training is really
fulltime job."
a
matter of training yourself. You have to
And though Baruch isn't particularly
be a self-starter in this world."
known for specializing in journalism,
In his own job, it seems he does prefer
Kempton viewed it as a "non-prejudiced"
the "scuffling around" as compared to
institution, where he is more satisfied with
desk work. His fondest memories are from
the students than himself. "The only comcovering
the South in the '50s and '60s,
plaint I have against them is that they don't
President Kennedy, Joe McCarthy
know how smart .they are. I'd aim for a lot
("Because
you knew he was a loser and
of one-on-one. This class is totally deficient
didn't have to worry about it. The only
in feedback-not the class itself (because) I
danger
may be getting to like him too
haven't set it up for feedback. My objection
much"), 'the dope story on Wall Street. ...
to teaching is that students are too depenPolitics to him are vulgar and sometimes
. dent on teachers for their own study and
embarrassing,
so he shies away from it
scrutiny. " A similar complaint does not onunless "there's nothing else."
ly pertain to Baruch, but to this generation
"Use as few words ending in ling' and
in general.
'ly' as possible. ('Looking at my work isn't
Contrary to others' beliefs, this generagoing to help them.'), stay away from the
tion, according to Kempton, is very well informed. "They're a little shy but part of . passive voice, use verbs to move the
sentence, read aloud so you can hear the
that comes from insecurity in life.... I don't
clunks, and most importantly, always put
know anyone who's not afraid except those
your piece through a second time ('I often
who have given up."
See "Kempton" on Page 16
Thus, speaking "with the authority of
failure," Kempton emphasizes reading to
his students. "They should do four to five
4 ,
•. '
•
... ~
pieces of writing and enormous courses of
"
,c .c~"
reading. It's absolutely necessary to be
dependent on yourself to do an enormous
amount of reading. And read literature
rather than stuff designed to inform-and
do a lot of writing. Your property is your
knowledge.' ,
While he does believe in the importance
MARKETtNGAND
of education, Kempton questions t h e ' - " ' " ·SA-LSIRENT.. ·"".·,·, ., ...,..,usefulness of journalism schools. ""9fTV· AND VIDEO EOUIPMENT· ._.
fhand, I'm very doubtful about it. It d o e s "
".-'0- .'. . .... . ...,..
TO FELLOW STUDENT~
good for techniques of radio, television and
EXCITING AND EASYNVAYTO EARN
paper reporting. Most people at the journalism school at Columbia end up with jobs
GOOD COMMJS$ION. IN YOUR
but the one-year Master's program can be a
SPARE TIME 'WITH THE WORLD'S
waste of a lot of time." While he says thta
·~RS3f;.~J;~.11e~~~ROMf.'~Y-.;,,;'-:
Q.!1!~f'1.Q.W~L~.'S~rienc~is probablXJbe.~sJ ... _ .
...
'. .
. ,.. - ~... - .'. -'
...,' .'
way to get the jcb, he.does feel that goiD8'to"''': ·"::·;~·e~"'-i¥_ _···'~'·'·"''<:~<~ .
Jou~ism school for a year is a "shrewd ... ;,;.'. FOR,M()M:'iN~'ORMAn~N ' . ,,;';'
Idea..
'CALL 2C)f 672~·t500··
Dependent on being at the right place at
....
the right time and having the editors "like
you" might make it seem that the journalist
does not get a fair chance in the field. But,
Kempton continues to encourage students
to choose journalism as a career because
"pay on the big papers is pretty good now.
We live in a country where we're making
mostly paper. We're just churning out
paper. It's not necessarily disheartening."
Kempton himself chose a journalistic
career because he found that '"'sitting
around and commenting on everything" is
rather abstract since you should know what
you're talking about flrst hand. And this is
.'
..... :
ox' "
.
what he plans to continue doing "until I
:. '. <.... ..::.:.;.:.,... ,J':" : ..."
drop. I haven't got any money and I can't
._ .... Ah' J?i.lciEITABL£.~~i.t ..m,~",~'i~,~~
· O·Htr-.; .. ··E A ",,: ""k··>~i -su·.Dt:::D.. ~>'"
live on Social Security, so why not? I've
C
. " . ~::~I~:"'~ ~i~ .. ~~ ,,".'~~~~
.r::~ :~~,;·:1'::~'~:
been doing this for 40 years and I enjoy it.
CAREER! Secn:rtanes~'" WOld· '·:t':,·
(I won't be doing it for the next 40 years)
..Pr~essOrs,.·,"'vPfS~~··· R~p~ ·,~i~;·
but I still don't feel too old."
ttonfsf, ··Oata-;:En~ry.. ;:M~~;$$ '";>~~:.~
Not having attended journalism school,
tor yOur' educatkJn:'t~ia:tO.·
»
Kempton practiced what he now preaches.
with·· .us, ',~:'OH£,·F6lENOl,v- ~-:.; ..,.
"I got my education in the army." Playing
the common role of the "typical" student,
he chose not to learn anything in college, by
.~ ... '. ~tSu ~.
.',
cutting classes. "I learned a lot in high
. -..... ... ·:...:-:.:s.
• ..
school. I'm not advising that course of conduct. But you can do a lot of reading in the
army... What I'm doing now is reading
everyone allover again. At 69, all the bad
"writers stick in your mind." His favorites
include Dickens, James, Conrad, "the list
would be so long."
Besides novels, the newspaper business
was the other means for Kempton's education. "It's very complicated. I found out a
lot, whether correctly or not, I' don't
know." Most importantly, he added; was
"being able to improvise in times of stress
and crisis. I picked thar up I think. AlSo,
the importance of work and being independent, and going on strugglina for selfrespect." As far as idols are concerned,
while he agreed that we aD have models,
"whether we live up to them or not, t t he
couldn't seem to cfistjnauisb one whom be
had concentrated on aside from "whoever
happens to be my boss at the moment, I

Kempton
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Kempton
can't because time doesn't permit. ')" The
aforementioned are, of course, Kempton's
own tricks of the trade which he teaches his
students in order to discipline them to a bet- •
ter way of writing.
Critiquing not only wr it mg but
newspapers in general, Kempton pointed
out that it is quite difficult to be fair
because of the shortage of space. "I don't
like the idea personally but it's almost
unavoidable.... There"'isn't anything I like
much about it (the newspaper business)."
He added, "Papers are too patriotic. I
never had a publisher who didn't vote
Republican. I don't think they're excessively critical of established institutions, nor do
I expect them to be. But successful people
confuse success with the greatness of the
country. These guys will stamp their laundry 'SECRET' if they can get into trouble
because of it. " This example is similar to
the question of national security vs. the
public's right to know.
"The question is whether the government
has the right to stamp everything secret
when it needn't be. I don't know what constitutes 'national security' but most of the
time, it's just used to cover up something

ARTS
that's embarrassing to the government. But
then is it necessary for the public to know
the divorce details? There really isn't much
the government can do to stop it."
Presently standing as reporter for New
York Newsday and the Washington Post,
Kempton's past consists of a bachelor of
arts from John Hopkins, completion of
various literary works, magazine and
newspaper pieces, being a commentator on
CBS Spectrum, and winning one-sixth of
four Grammys for the liner note on a Frank
Sinatra album ("which· makes me onetwenty-fourth of a star"). And, oh yes, we
mustn't forget the Pulitzer.
"I was 67 when I got the prize but it
didn't mean that great a deal. I haven't got
much of a working life ahead of me so I've
forgotten it now. I wouldn't have done that
if I had received it 20 years ago. I don't
think I move through the world with much
aura. I've been around a long time and I
don't think prizes affect your standing."
In all modesty, while he doesn't say he
didn't deserve the prize, Kempton does
wish he had received it for reporting instead
of commentary. While it is not definite to
say that another prize is in the future for
Kempton, the controversial Iran-contra
hearings are. And then, maybe the Soviet.
Union, which is "a bridge (he) will cross
when he comes to it. " Aren't we journalists
always surprised, Mr. Kempton?

Giant Novelty

Depeche Mode - Strange Love.
(Mute Records)
The biggest underground band is back
with their latest contribution to the deep,
dark and innovative sector of music they
call new wave with a super song. "Strange
Love," which is a typical song from D.M.,
is going places. The band that brought you
"Just Can't Get Enough," " Master and
Servant," " People Are People," ~' Stripped," "Blasphemous Rumors," and so
many others have done it again and in a big
way with Strange Love.
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Randall Robinson, executive director of TransAfrica, spoke bere at Barucb on May 1, 1987. He
commented on multinational corporations and tbe state in South Africa.
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They Might Be

Be Giants -

. Quite frankly, I don't understand what
the fuss is all about. Two musicians release
a compilation of nineteen exercises in how
to be a popular songwriter, throw some currently topical and strange lyrics, and
somehow convince the intelIigensia that
they're going to be this year's pop sensation.
. Certainly the duo of John Linnell and
John. Flansburgh is composed of two supertalented musicians. All the bases are covered,
from acapella ("Toddler Highway") to fifties
rehash ("Nothing's Gonna Change My
Oothes") to '80s politicking ("Don't Let's
Start"). They Might Be Giants realize that
there's a whole well of pop music left out
there, and like Camper Van Beethoven,
., flOtbing is .sacred. In f-iKl,· Eugeae Chadbourne ptays lead guitar on one song. Out,

I

They Might Be Giants do feature unique
themes in their songs. TItles like "Youth
Culture Killed by Dog," and "Alienation's
For The Rich," may not sound too cool.
Neither are songs about Phil Ochs and Marvin Gaye getting married, or puppet heads.
But the way TMBG gently twist cliches and
phrases will keep you smiling in a manner
similar to the way that these guys' two biggest
influences, XTC and Elvis Costello, were able
to. Now c'mon, you didn't think all the
rage was focused around the great album
cover, did you? (Bar/None P.O. Box. 1704,
Main Post Offiee;-H~'N;1-;-~1e30;} ..
-Ste,,·en Baum

-----------------------------------------'
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The Big Spinoff
Two and a half years ago, Clarke formed
Erasure, in which Andy Bell and himself
have taken the best of all the past struggles
and put them to good use. The band's first
release, Wonder/and, was one of the most
interesting first releases with six songs that
were top 20 U.K. hits. Some figured that
they couldn't top that, and guess what?
They did.
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Erasure is the band to watch this year
because they have what it takes to reopen
the shutdown between U.S. and U.K. top
40 radio. In the U.K., these guys are very
popular, unlike here where very few people
know Andy and Vince. Their new album is
the vehicle which will crash the barrier
down and it's titled Circus. But let's get one
thing straight right away; these guys are no
comical clowns or side show freaks. They're
the ringleaders who have control over all
three rings: the U.S .• U.K. and the remainder of the world .
Vince Clarke has walked with giants.
First, Depeche Mode with whom he left his
name on many early hits and left behind his
style which has carried them to new and exciting heights. Upon his departure from
D.M., he .formed a duet with a sensational
female vocalist known to us as Alison
Moyet. Their band was originally known as
Yazoo and later became Yaz. The combination dished out a few great cuts but they
grew apart and went their separate ways.
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Julian Cope-Saint Julian (Island Records)
This is the record with the single "World
Shut Your Mouth," but that's not the only
reason you should buy this fine new album
by the ex-vocalist from the now-extinct
band, the Teardrop Explodes.
Besides hearing Cope doing a damn good
Ray Davies imitation, you can enjoy an
album with lots of Beatlesque undertones.
The lyrics to "Pulsar" are worth checking
out.
Saint Julian rocks from beginning to
song nine (you thought I was going to say
end didn't you?). The last song is your
traditional slow, mellow closer. This is one
of the best flat out rock albums I've heard
in a real long time.
-Paul FinnelU

"Don't Dance," "Sexuality," "Victim
Of Love" and "Sometimes" are all dance
tracks which will probably be heard in the
better clubs about the city. They all have
.·thal ¥-az....mn"ePCf' . ..ana. .or . cou.rse,- the
keyboard wizardry of" Vince Clarke which
adds strange touches to each track.

tunate record is filled with too many raindrops and not enough thunder and lightn- f
Ing.

The title track, "Circus," is about the
closing of factories and the loss of faith that
mankind has faced in the technological era.
The song has everything that todays
Depeche Mode is filled with (the stuff that
makes them great, although it's unfortunate that this paradox yields such great
hits for D.M.)

The long-awaited follow-up to Alison
Moyet's ALF is here and it seems to leave
some of us waiting still for that Yaz sound
which is nowhere to be found. Alison
Moyet has moved to an adult contemporary
sound that leaves dance fans stumbling to
cheek-to-cheek love songs. This unfor_
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IF
YOU WOULD
LIKE TO
RECEIVE...

Alison Moyet - Raindancing
(CBS Records)

_

~

The first track, "Weak In The Presence
Of Beauty, ': is a remake that was originally
done by Floy Joy whose version is more interesting , Although Alison Moyer's voice is
great, she seemsrto go limp here, unlike the
original which 1s vocally and musically
superior.
"Is This Love" is the only song which
conforms to her old style. Dave
"Eurythmics" Stewart wrote this song for
her but signed it under an alias; perhaps he
thought it would fail and didn't want his
name on it.
There is one song which sounds like The
Communards at their peak, and Alison
handles the vocals with extreme talent. The
song is titled "Blow Wind Blow," and it is
possibly the best that this album has to offer.
In conclusion, the sound is too slow, the
music is lacking change and versatility, and
although Alison was a great force in the
dancelnew wave world, now you might as
well give this record to your parents. Don't
laugh-they'd probably love it! Lastly, it's
hard to believe it but this album is #1 on the
U.K. charts out-scoring U2's The Joshua
Tree and other strong contenders. As for
Raindancing, it didn't leave me singing in
the rain, it left me high and dry.
- Michael Lugassy

Spinoff II

There are several songs which are filled
with Depeche ModelYaz influences, one of
which is "It Doesn't Have To Be," one of
the best tracks on the record. The Ivrics
deal with man's inhumanity towards
other 'men, Here, we again see how Andy
Bell is supporting his own beliefs as well as
that of others.
"

<
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There are several points in the song where
you realize how tough it must be dealing
with family members after exposing the fact
that you are gay and at the same time
understand how it affects your family and
friends. The band seems to lean towards
trying to understand and cope with this
issue in several other songs a, well.
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Depeche Mode is currently recording
songs and filming videos in France.
"Strange Love" is just a sample
of what's ahead. The album. untitled as of
now, is due for a late fall release. The single
is only available as an import now with a
remix on the B side. It's going to be a long
summer waiting for this one.
-Michael Lugassy

"
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The albumtitle, Circus, may be trying to
say something about today's social situation throughout the world and, with the
spread of A.I.D.S. and men surpressing
one another, perhaps we are living in a sad
sort of circus; Throughout the album you'l1
find countless references to problems faced
by man today, but with the way the band
performs the songs in an upbeat fashion,
perhaps they are trying to give those less
fortunate a brighteroutlook on a sadly dim
life. I'm sure you'll find that many songs on
this album contain lines which will evoke
feelings of sadness with hints of hope and
there are some songs which just make you
want to dance in joyful celebration.
-s-Michael Lugassy

One day a boy decided,
To let them know the way he felt inside.
He could not stand to hide it,
His mother she broke down and cried,
Oh my father, why don't you, talk 10 me
now.
Oh my mother. do you still cry yourself to
sleep.
Are you still proud of your littIe boy?

Erasure - Circus
[Sire Records)

Cll::
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Erasure is another perfect example of
how radio stations are avoiding great
bands, and this has got to stop. America is
missing out on giants and there's no conceivable reason for it.

Erasure is one of those bands that gets
very involved in social issues and they handle them with great care. The song
"Hideaway" is a perfect example of how in
tune A.B. and V.C. are:

at Baruch's

CIl

C

Martin Gore is a master when it comes to
three things: writing lyrics, playing the
keyboards and electronics and singing. He
seems to have a knack for dark and
somewhat depressing songs, but they all
carry a message of some importance. The
rest of the band fills this single with interesting sounds and effects. David
Grahmns' vocal abilities on the piece are
just as good as any other D.M. song.

side of that, it's all Linnell and Flansburgh:
accordion melodies, piercing tubas,
acoustic guitars-the instrumentation is impressive. But even then, is that enough for
the accolades? Has contemporary music
really declined that much in the past
decade?

Giants
(Bar INone Records)
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PRESS RELE'ASES
By MARTIN STARKEY .
Nowadays it's become standard procedure for blockbuster movies to yield
roman numerals, and between now and the
summer of 1989 every movie that has produced a bundle of cash at the box office will
no doubt have a sequel movie or two, or
three, to go along with it. For example, the
just released Lethal Weapon, starring Mel
Gibson and Danny Glover: director
Richard.Donner and writer Shane Black are
said to already be looking at a summer 1989
release date for Lethal Weapon II.
As well as sequel movies, the classic and
nostalgic cop and spy shows of the '60s and
'70s will be hitting the big screen with big
names and big hype" inexpensive, extravagant revivals. Also, some very familiar
and popular superhero and comic strip
characters will be returning or making their
debuts to the silver screen.
The next two years certainly sound exciting, but there doesn't seem to be
anything really new coming out of
Hollywood. At any rate here's an advanced
look at some of the films due to hit the
screen soon:
Eddie Murphy resurrects Axel Foley in
Beverly Hills Cop II. This time around, Axel is called back to Beverly Hills to join
Rosewood and Taggert in hunting down a
mad alphabet killer. Michael Keaton's
latest comedy, Skiptracer, also makes its
debut and has Keaton playing a video artist
who's run into hard times. A "skiptracer,"
you see, is someone hired to chase down
folks who don't pay their bills on time.
Keaton plays the skippee and Rae Da~'I1
Chong is the tracer and would-be detective.

I
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Ghostbusters II is set for a summer 1989
release but nothing has been done on the
film yet except the script. Ghostbusters II is
supposedly going to reurute Bill Murray,
Dan Ackroyd and Harold Ramis as the
Ghostbusting trio with rumors circulating
that Eddie Murphy may pop up as the
fourth ghostbuster. Production cost and actor availability have slowed production.
In July, the 17th installment of James
Bond opens with an all new 007.
Celebrating Mr. Bond's 25th anniversary
on the screen, Timothy Dalton, (the fifth
James Bond if you include George Lazenby
in On Her Majesty's Secret Service and
David Niven in Casino Royal) will star in
The Living Daylights. Joining Agent 007
will be Christopher Reeves as the man of
steel in Superman IV. Sylvester Stallone is
also talking about releasing Firstblood III,
Rambo II, but considering all the problems
he's had on that film, I wouldn't look for
John Rambo until the summer 'of 1988.
Meanwhile Stallone is also working on
Rocky V and Cobra l/:
Other movies due out: Producers Larry
Truman and David Foster say Short Circuit
II is underway. No.5 is still alive but don't
look for Steve Guttenberg or Ally Sheedy to
return. Truman and Foster are also busy
working with Georgory Hines and Billy
Crystal on Running Scared II.
Star Trek V, The Klingon Wrath will be
directed and co-written by William Shatner,
Look .for this one to open in December
1988.
There you have it. An advanced look at
some of the widely promoted movies due
out from Hollywood within the next two
years. One word .of advice though. If you
don't know the Roman numeral system .... I
suggest you learn.

STUDENT SPECIAL!
Register now through May 30
for our 20 hour course
for ONLY szoo.
(with valid Student J.D.)

475 Fifth Ave, New York, NY
(212) 696-0966
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In June. Run-DMC, the Beastie Boys.
and LL Cool J hang up the mixing and rapping gloves and try their hand at real acting
in Tougher Than Leather. The story
revolves around Run, D. and Jay's search
for the killers of their real-life roadie Runny
Ray. This film from Def Jam Pictures promises to be a cross between 48 Hours and
Rambo. Joining Tougher Than Leather in
June will be Jaws IV: The Revenge. starring
Michael Caine. Universal Pictures is said to
have shoveled out a pretty penny and gone
through great pains to return this Jaws
movie to the stature and respectability of
the first movie directed by Steven Spielberg.
And speaking of Steven Spielberg, he and
his Amblin productioncompany have been
rather busy since Back to the Future and An
American Tail. Amblin has two movies
ready for release and one still in production. Due out in June is Harry and Henderson. Harry and Henderson stars John
Lithgow and a creature that may make as
big an impact as E.T. This may be the E.T.
sequel Universal Pictures never got. Later
this year look for No Batteries Included,
a Close Encounters/E. T. combination that
has Lucasfilm's Industrial Light and Magic
Studios doing the special effects. (They did
the special effects on Star Wars, Empire,
Jedi and Superman.) Finally The Empire of
the Sun will be released next year. Filmed
on location in Shanghai and London, The
Empire of the Sun stars John Malkovich
and recounts the Japanese occupation of
Shanghai during World War II. Steven
Speilberg will also be teaming up with
George Lucas and Harrison Ford to once
again bring us the thrilling adventures of Indiana Jones in the third installment of that
series due out sometime next year.

RESUMES
YOUR RESUME IS YOUR
Statement To The World
-Let Us Write Your
Interview Resume
Acclaimed by Corporate Recruiters as
"The Best I've Ever Seen."
-Cover Letters/Job Search Strategies
-Roslyn SydneyAssociates
419 Park Ave. South

(212) 683·4817

Art in the Bronx
. ART NEWS
By
DEBORAH L. ROLDAN
The Bronx Museum of the Arts may not
be known to the masses yet, but it seems on-

StabUizers-Tyranny (Columbia Records)
Now that you're done psychoanalyzing
that album from those Irish guys how about
something a little less taxingon your brain?
Tyranny, the debut effort from the
American duet The Stabilizers, is just the
thing.
If you can imagine Howard Jones'
keyboards, The Cars' general high-tech
rock and Naked Eyes' vocals, you have a
pretty good idea of what this band is all
about.
The one song to get any airplay, "One
Simple Thing," could probably be best
described as a mainstream rocker. After
that it's mostly new wave pop.
Tyranny flows real nice. The combination of high-pitch chords, a few bell sections here and there and three seconds of
rap background makes this album one you
won't consider a chore to listen to.
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Office jobs can pay more - - A LOT more
With WANG skills.
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-Paul Finnelli

WANT A BETTER SUMMER JOB?

WORD-TEX CENTERS,
in NEW YORK CITY
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Our Cities.
Our Oceans.
Our Trees.
Our Towns.
Our Forests.
Our Rivers.
Our Air.
Our Mountains.
Our Plants.
Our Fishes.
Our Streams.
Our Deserts.
Our Lakes.
Our "Tomorrows.
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Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. ~
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The Bronx Museum of the Arts, located
on the Grand Concourse at 165th Street, is
open Saturday through Thursday, 10:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.rn. and Sunday 11:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.

ly a question of time before it takes its place
among the publicly acknowledged museums
of New York City. With its move into a
converted synagogue on the Grand Concourse, at 16Sth Street, in May 1983, the
museum has_seen an increase not only in
space but in patrons.
The institution, presently undergoing
construction, has come a long way from its
inception in 1971 by members of the Bronx
Council on the Arts. It first began exhibiting in the Rotunda of the Bronx County Courthouse and in various other satellite
galleries throughout the Bronx. It seemed
near its end in 1977 when, after four directors, its balance sheets were showing red.
When Luis R. Cancel took over as director in 1978, his main concern was making
sure that the Bronx Museum had a sense of
its borough's past as well as its future. The
museum's move into its. own building on
the Grand Concourse bolstered the institution's image and it became a major force in
the area. It is no wonder, then, that the
museum was the initiator of the Committee
to Make the Concourse Grand Again.
The Grand Concourse was considered the
Fifth Avenue of the Bronx when it was constructed in 1909. The buildings that line the
thoroughfare are still considered the best in
Art Deco design in the city. The museum is
convinced that the Concourse can gain back
its former glory and has been involved in efforts to that end, such as the Greening of
the Grand. Concourse-in which new trees
were planted along the roadway.
The·Museum bas also paid-homage to-the
Bronx ··in its exhibits. There have been
several photo exhibitions with a past and
present theme showing the borough's
former and present status. The institution
published its first book, Building A
Borough: Architecture and Planning in the
Bronx, 1890-1940, in late 1986 to coincide
with a photo exhibit .of the same name.
The Bronx Museum itself is undergoing
extensive renovation to the tune of $4
million. The renovation will mean more
gallery space, classrooms, a sculpture
garden, a restaurant, a gift shop and a
recreation hall, all amounting to an addition of 42,000 square feet of space.
A great deal is offered by the museum to
the surrounding community as well as artists and promising artists throughout the
borough. Their teachings are diverse. They
have after-school programs and Saturday
parent-child classes. Their educational programs are, surely, their strongest and most
established. For adults they offer art
workshops as well as media workshops
-which include film production, portfolio
composition, photography and computer
graphics.
The Bronx Museum of the Arts seeks to
be the home of the work of minority artists
-be they black, Hispanic, or Asian. The
, museum is only just beginning to gather its
own collection. It has, up to this point, concentrated on exhibiting art but is now in the
process of cataloguing the art that is being
donated to the museum.
One current exhibition at the museum is
"Contemporary Symbolist Sensibilities," a
showing of works in a variety of mediums
by twenty-five artists. Their creations share
similarities with those done by artists that
were part of the European Symbolist movement of the late 19th century. They believed
not in portraying what was seen but what
was felt about their subject matter.
The most publicized exhibit held at the
museum was the recent "Romare Bearden:
Origins and Progressions" which ended
March 1. Bearden has made his impression
in the modem art world not only by being a
successful black artist, but also because of
his unique representations of New York City.

The museum's gallery space, painted
white, lends itself to a wide-open, airy feeling. The high ceilings and the large spacings
between the works of art hung on the wall
underwhelm the viewer and allow for slow,
appreciative perusal.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

One can only wonder how much more
the museum will accomplish once its
renov~tions are complete. It has already
made Its presence well-known in the Bronx.
The surrounding boroughs are sure to be
next.
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Of particular interest to Baruch students
may be the exhibition now at the Baruch
Art Gallery. "The Art Faculty of Baruch
College" will be at the gallery through June
5. Seventeen artists, who are also part of
the department faculty, are now exhibiting
their work at the gallery. It is a good opportunity to see what your art professors do in
the real world. For those.who do not as yet
know-the Baruch College Art Gallery is in
the lobby of the Administrative Building on
22nd Street and Lexington Avenue.
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The Bronx Museum of the Arts, as It wiD appear

8

upon renovation completion in late 1987.

This
column will be the last Art News '
.
wntten by me, to appear in The Ticker. As
a student it has given me great pleasure to
report to my peers the happenings in New
York City's art world. I have learned a
great deal in the process and can only hope
that those of you who have read some of
the columns have also benefited. Congratulations and wishes for success are extended to Baruch's graduating seniors "and
good luck. to those of you who will be returning. For those of you who have not' yet
taken the hint I offer it one last time - Go
out there and enjoy the sights!

IN VIETNAM
THE WIND DOESNT

IT SUCKS
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School PI'Y9
By CAITLIN MOLLISON

From April 22 through April 25, the
Baruch College departments of speech and
music presented a wonderful production of
Damon Runyan's Guys and Dol/s. The
musical was not only well directed, but
it displayed the talents of many fine actors,
singers and dancers.
Set in 1949 on the corner of Broadway
and 49th Street, the story is about members
of the gambling underworld and their
girlfriends. The big splashy musical basically centers on the relationships of two
couples: Nathan Detroit (Steve
Grandinetti), and his girlfriend Adelaide
(Lydia Mann), and Sky Masterson (Phil
Rodriguez) and Sara Brown (Imelda
Maldonado). Nathan and Adelaide have
been engaged for 14 years. and-are having
many problems because his gambling is
standing in the way of their getting married.
Adelaide is so concerned about this that
she has not only let her mother believe they
are married. but has informed her that they
have five children as well. Sky and Sara
meet as a result of a bet and, although Sky
makes his living though illegal activities,
and Sara is a Sargeant from the Salvation
Army's Save-The-Soul Mission, they
quickly fall in love. Guys and Dolls has all
the ingredients of a good romantic musical
that make it delightfully entertaining.
Susan Spector. the director, did a terrific
job with the musical. as attention was paid
to every detail so that the performances
given were very polished. Credit must also
go to Ron Kadir, the set designer, who was
able to create realistic backdrops for the
musical. The Save-The-Soul Mission was
alternately turned to show either the exterior or interior of the building. A scene

that took place in Havana. Cuba was also
cleverly done by utilizing a set painted in
pastel colors with soft lighting. The set
changes were carried out directly in front of
the audience but were done so quickly and
expertly that it did not detract at all from
the story.
The production benefitted from the
many talents of a fine cast, particularly Phil
Rodriguez and Imelda Maldonado in the
leading roles. Rodriguez was outstanding in
the role of Sky and brought maturity and
poise to his performance. Maldonado's performance as the prim, religious Sara was
also very convincing, and her lovely singing
voice was memorable.
Nice work was also turned in by Steven
Grandinetti as Nathan, the well-intentioned
gambler, and Lydia Mann, who was
hilariously funny as his shrill showgirl
girlfriend. Her every facial expression and
movement was played to the hilt as she
whined her way through a role that was
meant to be exaggerated.
Also excellent was Arthur Jamison as
Nicely-Nicely Johnson, another underworld figure who sang a rousing rendition
of "Sit Down You're Rockin ' The Boat,"
which literally captivated the audience.
Other well-done songs included "Luck Be
A Lady Tonight." "A Bushel and A
Peck." "Can Do " and; of course, "Guys
and Dolls."
Lesser characters also worth mentioning
were Merdene Dunmore. as Arvida Abernathy, a member of the mission band.
William Mitchell as Harry the Horse, and
Louisa Harris who played both Mimi and a
Cafe Cubano dancer, and danced circles
around anyone else in the play. With
the exception of Jon Adler's somewhat
wooden performance as Lieutenant Bran-

ningan, all the parts were played convincingly.
Baruch's presentation of
Guys and
Dolls was a steal at$3 .OO,as it was a welldone production of an American classic
with beautiful costumes, professional orchestration and a talented cast,' which
made for an enjoyable evening. In
the future, the Baruch community will be
expecting more of the same, as this marks a
dramatic improvement over previous
college productions.

Two Albums:
The Thompson Twins-Close To The Bone

(Arista Records)
Tom and Alannah are back with Close
To The Bone and they want us to lick the
wound that this record inflicts. This release
is a poor excuse for the reformed band
which went through some emotional ups
and downs after the last release. Fortunately for the band there is still some flesh left
on these bones that they call the Thompson
Twins.
"Get That Love" is the commercial song
from this record and it works well, but lacks
a good backbeat. Tom seems to be handling most of the vocals now and he's doing a
fine job.
"Twentieth Century" and "Bush Baby"
are a pair that show us a new side to the
Twins which we have not seen that much of
in the past. They are integrating music conceptually with lyrical meaning. I think that
some of their experiences have caused a
radical change in their musical style.
As for the-rest of the record, it's lacking
musically, vocally at certain points, and the
content is below par when comparing it to
past works. Overall, Close To The Bone is
nothing more than a flesh wound which
could be buried with a Band-Aid.
-Michael Lugassy

Hardcore
The Cherry Bombz-Coming Down Slow
(High Dragon Records)

Level 42-Running In The Family
(Polydor Records)

Quick to cash in on their hit album of a
year ago, World Machine, and their sue-cessful tour opening for Steve Winwood
(they were really hot!), the fusion band
Level 42 has released Running In The Family. which is a huge hit in Europe and is
creeping its way up the American charts.
I'm pleased to say that the English
quartet has kept their high-tech synth sound
but, on the other hand, has changed just
enough so as not to bore everybody who
loved World Machine-and played it to
death.
For starters, your basic, conventional
guitar is a bit more evident this time
around, especially on the first few selections
("Lessons in Love," "Children Say" and
the title track). There's even a slight taste of
metal-pop in the background. The constant
syncopation keeps you guessing what could
possibly come next, which is always nice.
Negatively, I hope they never put out an
album of slow songs because the ones here
are just blah R&B; they have no umph.
"Family" has a bit more radio accessibility than "Machine" did. "Lessons
in Love," already a huge hit in Europe, is a
guaranteed hit here and don't be surprised
if the public takes well to any of the other
prime cuts. Except for the three slow tunes,
I guess you can say good albums kind of
run in the family.
-Paul FinneUi

The pairing of Andy McCoy, the Keith
with Anita
Richards of heavy metal,
Chellemah; the Skid Row Scarlett O'Hara,
was without a doubt the finest pairing since
the Stanley /Simmons combo of '73.
Together, they formed the nucleus of The
Cherry Bombz; a. sleazy heavy metal band
with the look ami the sound to easily blow
away any competition from the lightweight
American glarn trash such as Motley Cnle,
Ratt and Bon Jovi. With Nasty Superstar
and Terry Chimes, two of Andy's bandmates from Hanoi Rocks, and Dave
Treguna also in the line-up, the Cherry
Bombz seemed set for world domination.
No such luck. The departure of the ex-Top
of the Pops dancer, Anita, last September
has apparently part this band into limbo.
Whatever may remain of the Cherry Bombz
hasn't been heard from since September 3,
1986, the date tha..t the Coming Down Slow
live LP w~ecorded.
The Cherry Bombz, then, have left us
with one of the finest live LPs ever as a
remembrance of the "good old days" of
1986.. The opening track, "House of
Ecstasy," is one of the band's most powerful sleazy rockers and it is a good indication
of the fine musicto follow. From there they
launch into "100 Degrees in the Shade"
which combines the power of the opener
with a more danceable beat. The upbeat
"Pin Up Boy" is followed by a more commercial song called Life's Been So Hard."
Like most other Cherry Bombz songs these
are all commercia..1 without being lame or
overly repetitive.
During his time: as the chief songwriter
for Hanoi Rocks, Andy McCoy wrote
v
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Semen will be used for artificial insemination
for couples who cannot have children due to
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male infertility.
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* *$3,OOO.OO·Prize* *
Do y~u h~v~ . what it takes (~succeed
on Wall Street? If so, please submit a
250· 500 word essay.

All donor types are needed,
Accepted donors are paid
For Information Call
Idant Laboratories
At 935-1430

many songs that seemed to say that nothing
we encounter in our lives is of any real importance. In 1984, Hanoi Rocks vocalist
Mike Monroe sang to his would-be lover
"I don't want no love affair, I just like the
clothes you wear." Today Anita boasts that
same attitude when she -so easily handles
what should be a major problem: "I didn't
know (you) were a killer in disguise so I lie
and keep pretending I'm stuck on you."
The title track "Coming Down Slow"
(along with "Sweet Pretending") appeared
on an acoustic album called "Silver Missiles
and Nightingales" released by the Suicide
Twins in 1986. (The twins were actually Andy McCoy and Nasty Superstar.) The
Suicide Twins version of "Coming Down
Slow" was-a downbeat acoustic track that
tried to somehow create the feeling of being
all alone and coming down from a drug
high. The Cherry Bombz version however,
is an upbeat and powerful track during
which Anita seems to have no sympathy for
her pathetic companion. She scolds: "I
always told you baby, you won't get very
far. And look at you now where did you
get?"
This excellent LP also contains the effec-

Sounds••.
Kris Kristofferson - Repossessed
(Mercury Records)

Kris Kristofferson makes no secret of the
fact that he is a proud American. On his
newest album, Repossessed. he not only
sings about American pride, but' of the
trials and tribulations Americans have gone
through in the last 25 years as a result of
war and politics. Kristofferson appeals
directly to the heart in an effort to reveal
not only the beautiful. but the bad in
America. Politicians who have laid to waste
people's dreams and wars that have
destroyed lives are seen through the eyes of
the victims.
Krist 0 fferson 's knack for emblemetic expressionism creates an even stronger, more
vivid vision of people living in a country
with endless possibilities, but struggling
against the whims of a seemingly careless
. government.
- Eric Kun
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WOMENS' HEALTH CENTER
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The Lanyi Division
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WE OFFER SAFE QUALITY GYNECOLOGY & ABORTION
SERVICES. OUR CENTER, A MODERN N.Y. STATE
LICENSED FACILITY, OFFERS EXPERT CARE BY
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL.
PREGNANCY TESTS ARE FREE
(212) 758-6110
MON-SAT, AND EVENING APPOINTMENTS
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BLUE CROSS AND All HEALTH INSURANCE COVERS ABORTION
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Break Down the Walls
(Wishing Well Records)

Youth of Today -

Youth of Today is a popular N.Y.H.C.
(New York Hard Core) band that has a
positive message that is told through high
speed hardcore. On their previous release, a
seven-song EP entitled Can't Close My
Eyes, they did a good' job of expressing
anger towards our apathetic society. This
time around on their first fuJI length LP,
Break Down the Walls, they do an even better job and, as always, they offer unity as
the solution.
The positive messages begin with the
opener "Make a Change;" during which
vocalist Ray states that "It's time we make
a change. " During "Break Down the
Walls" he states: "Look beyond appearance and the truth you will find. Look
for what's inside before you make up your •
mind." The fact that this band does have
something to say is one of their strongest
attributes.
This album is highlighted by the high
speed "Positive Outlook" and the slightly
slower "Stabbed In The Back." On many
tracks tempo varies from mosh segments to
sing alongs, to high-speed riffs all of which
add variety to the music. Still, listeners who
are not accustomed to hearing hardcore,
may find that all the songs sound the same
upon the first few listens. That is merely an
illusion; the songs do begin to develop individuality with repeated listenings.
This isn't the best hardcore release
available, but it is somewhat original, and
well worth rheeost.It is available at Bleecker
Bobs's and SomeRecords,
both in ManhatI
tan. A-lways remeJT1ber: "Take a Stand. say
what you feel. Be who you want. but be for
real ... " - .~
-John Ricard

FALL 1987 Feit Seminars

COMPREHENSIVE VERSUS "FAST FOOD"
The Bible in Art & Literature
IDC 4050 KM24
Professors Plekon (Religion & Culture), Sheingorn
(Art) and Stevens (English).
.

• Don't be taken by the "bare bones" approach to CPA preparation. Fewer
instructional hours mean skimpy coverage.
• With skimpy coverage you are gambling and putting the task of preparation
on yourself.
.WE GIVE YOU MORE IN-DEPTH COVERAGE AT THE SAME OR
LOWER PRrCE THAN ANY OTHER LIVE CPA REVIEW COURSE!

OUR FACULTY VERSUS?????????????
• We offer you Live instruction by award-winning college professors from
Hofstra University and Baruch College whose accounting departments were
ranked No.1 and No.2 in the east!
• The biographies of our outstanding faculty are listed in our brochure; you
are taking pot-luck if you enroll for a review course whose faculty is not listed!

J
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Rich & Villainous? The Business Person in
American Culture. IDC 4050 KM13
Professors Tinker (Accounting) & Todd (English)

• Our comprehensive six-volume set of texts is included in the tuition price.
• Make-up tapes of our live lectures are available for horne use.
Call for a free brochure and a free 55 page booklet, "Information for Cpa
Candidates" published by the AICPA

A study in American Business Culture through

CHAYKINCPA REVIEW
The Comprehensive Review Course
114 E. 32nd Street New York, NY 10016
213-4620
LOCATIONS: CLASSES WILL MEET AT
QUEENS COLLEGE IN QUEENS, HOFSTRA
UNIVERSITY IN LONG ISLAND AND IN
MANHATTAN AT PARK AVENUE AND 33RD
STREET.
FLASH!
SPECIAL 100/0 DISCOUNT
FOR 1987 GRADUA TES!!
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The seminar will examine the influence of biblical themes
on various works of Art & Literature up to the present time.
Focus will be on the variety of ways in and understanding
the universe Films, video presentations & field trips will
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tive ballad "Oil and Gasoline"; one of the
many rock songs to make a connection between a woman's body and an automobile.
An intense version of "Hot Girls in Love"
brings this album to a near close and
"Travelin ' Band" finishes things off. The
only fault is the omission of "Taxi Driver."
That song, dealing with prostitution, was a
live favorite, and its exclusion is unforgivable. Likewise the inclusion of
"Together We Fly" instead of "Gimmie
Good Loving" is equally tragic.
This album will likely emerge as the second best LP of 1987 since it's doubtful
that any band but KISS can top this one in
the remaining months of 1987. It's available
on LP, cassette and CD (with two extra
tracks) so pick up three copies today!
-John Ricard

literature, media and social' thought.

PREREQUISITES: Junior or Senior status, a B +
average and permission of the program director,
Professor Myrna Chase. .
Phone 725-4410
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Summer Night: Swept Away Sequel
By LAURA OSMAN
Premiering early this June, Summer
Night, With Greek Profile, Almond Eyes
and Scent of Basil is as steamy and intriguing as it sounds. This Italian romantic comedy (with English subtitles) is the sequel to
Swept A way and the second movie in 'a
trilogy written and directed by the world
renowned Lina Wertmuller. It stars Michele
Placido as Beppe and the internationally acclaimed Mariangela Melato (Fulvia).
Placido's rugged masculinity is the perfect
counterpart to Melato's sophisticated beauty in producing some very sizzling love
scenes.
The whole movie can be described in just
one word-sex. Basically, it is the story of a
stunning billionairess (Melato) whose
obsession to 'purify' the world (she is the
head of a conglomerate of ecological companies) drives her to kidnap the notorious
terrorist-Beppe. Once in her custody,
Beppe undergoes total, unmerciful deprivation of all his needs (whether they be for
food or for sex). Fulvia then resolves to
seduce him into supporting her political
views and Beppe is suddenly treated with
utmost care. Although the plot is not all
that captivating, the movie must be credited
for having a rather distinctive ending.
The objective of the movie was to base
the plot mainly on Fulvia's sexual and
political whims, however, I feel that far too
much emphasis was placed on the former.
Typical of many Italian movies, there was
extensive nudity and the love scenes left
very little to the imagination, making Summer Night poor in comparison to Swept
A way_ The latter, also featuring Melato,
was far more subtle. Full of sexual implications, it was no less provocative; on the
contrary, these inuendos are far more
stimulating that the visually explicit scenes
of Summer Night.
On the whole, Summer Night was a far
cry from hilarious. In fact, the scene in
which Beppe attempts an escape incorporates Rambo-style combat, which is
neither amusing nor realistic. This comedy,
however, does have its moments and
Beppe's blindfolded swim rather amused
the audience.
Enraged, Melato and Placido are absolutely marvelous. In most of their
numerous encounters, we experience the
characteristic Italian fury, determination
and fervor. As a matter of fact, most of the
humor of the comedy is in the absurd,
abusive language with which they taunt
each other. One should not fail to
acknowledge the credibility with which
Placido takes on the role of a 'wild beast,'
(a title bestowed on him by Fulvia). Similarly, an honorable mention goes to Melato
for the agility with which she manages to
always be on top of things (even Beppe!).
At one point, Fulvia proudly exclaims,
"The rich are rich because they are better."
and indeed a lot of effort has gone into
making her look as eccentric as possible.
Lavished in diamond jewelry, all of her exquisitely dramatic gowns are designed by
Valentino. Her estate makes Long Island
look like a matchbox and her private
helicopter, private yacht and five
bodyguards cannot be neglected. Finally,
Melato's French 'r ' and mega-rich Swiss
lover add that extra tinge needed to make
everything about this" ruling class" figure
as dramatic. poised and sophisticated as
possible.
Similarly, a lot of attention has been
given to the scenery and the director of
photography, Camillo Bazzoni, deserves
special merit. The story takes place in the
captivating island of Sardinia and there are
a lot of breathtaking glimpses of the silky
sands, clear waters, rocky landscape and
never ending forestry.
Summer Night is the ultimate expression
of the Italian respect and admiration for
women. Melato is ruthless, domineering
and utterly fearless. She may have slept her
way to the top, but once she got there, she
took over. Under no circumstances were
her orders disobeyed and not once was her
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authority questioned. Fulvia is a woman of
supreme intelligence, looks and charm, and
it should be noted that she has men eating
out of the palm of her hand. Unlike
American movies, here the woman is seducing the man-she does not give in to him,
although she ultimately seduces him to
satisfy her own desires,
Summer Night should do fairly well at
the box office, regardless of the fact that it
is only 94 minutes and yet seems to go on
forever. Some of the love scenes were totally irrelevant and were even offensive at
times. However, as previously mentioned,
the stars are remarkably talented thus saving the movie from being a total loss of
time.
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By LAUREN HACKE1T

Consider a New Career:
Applied Behavioral Science
New York University's School of Education, Health, Nursing, and Arts
Professions (SEHNAP) offers an undergraduate degree program in
applied behavioral science. Designed for people who want to work with
people, the program offers the following:
• Preprofessional training-gain practical experience through fieldwork in community health centers. hospitals. social service agencies, personnel departments, etc.

Little America -Little America
(Geffen Records)
This debut album, from Little America,
is little more than redundant. All the tracks
sound the same. The band has a wishywashy sound described by some as rock'n'
ron. But this album succeeds at having a
middle of the road sound that makes you
want to raise your needle after the third
track.
This band has virtually nothing to say. So
sorry. The lyrics are a bunch of cliches tied
together with some nice rhymes.
"Walk the Land" is a track dedicated to
the Great Peace March, also a perfect example of the immature lyrics.
One step forward, two steps back
If it takes us forever, we've got to Slay on
track
The reason we're here is to all band
together
We can't live with the fear
We can show the world this can't go on.
You be the judge. Okay, I'll be the judge.
How mundane and straightforward can you
get?
The only track I enjoyed on the entire
album is "Lies." It's quick, upbeat and the
most decisive track on the entire album.
But again we have those words to live by:
You said I was the only one
You told me you would always stay
You told me that your father drove a '57
Chevrolet
I ask you: Who cares?

This band would probably have a decent
live performance. Their music is upbeat,
but not enough for 12 tracks of listening
pleasure.
Little America needs some guidance
and a bit of decisiveness to their music.
They have a definite yuppie appeal. I think
I'm going to give this album to a dental student I know; I bet he'll love it.
-s-Lauren Hackett

• Career development Seminars in decision-makingand interviewing
skills
• Rigorous academic study-specialize in counseling. psychology. or
sociology
This program is geared to community college transfer students and
adults seeking a career change.
Applicants must have two years of
a liberal arts education.
For more information, call
Dr. Lenore H. Ringler. director.
at (212) 598-2952 or return the
coupon below.

N
- --- --------Applied Behavioral
Science Program
School of Education,
Health.. Nursing, and
Arts PnJressions
New York University
1032 Shimkin Hall
Washington Square
New York. N.Y. 10003

Please send me information about the applied behavioral
science program.
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City/State/Zip Code - - - - - - - - - - - New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunitv institution
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DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSET,F AN EXPERIENCED INVESTOR?
IF NOT DON'T READ ON!
I f you do. I believe I can be of service to you.

Clay comes to life in Will Vinton's
Festival of Claymation. This full length
feature film of clay animation is a compilation of Will Vinton's best work.
Who is Will Vinton you ask? Well if
you've ever "avoided the noid" or "Heard
it Through the Grapevine with California
Raisins" then you know Will Vinton.
He is the man responsible for those dancing raisins and the noid.
In this showcase of Will Vinton's work,
the Festival of Claymation, Vinton along
with his associates are guilty of 90 minutes
of hilarious fun .. The funniest part is that
you forget that it's all clay.
The film is narrated by two of 'Vinton's
newest and most lifelike characters, Rex
and Herb. These dinosaur reviewers are
more than similar to our favorite HAt The
Movies" critics: Siskel and Ebert.

Rex and Herb add humorous commentary and play between short but noteworthy
displays of Vinton and his crew's work.
In a short film "Dinosaur," Philip explains to his class about his favorite animal,
the dinosaur. Vinton's creativity and color
sense are in full bloom here as colors change
so quickly and new layers of earth are formed as dinosaurs die. This piece is a complete
visual comedy.
On the more serious side, Vinton's
"Creation" is magical. As the story of creation and evolution are told, Vinton blends
his clay into displays of color art. The
scenes are peaceful and serene and the
movements are fluid.

The expense of talent featured in this film
is phenomenal and should not be missed.
Throughout the film, Vinton and his crew

Telepathy
Deborah Allen - Telepathy
(RCA Records)
You don't have to be psychic to know
that Deborah Allen will be a hit. Her debut
album,
Telepathy, is great pop music
with a beat all its own. Deborah also has a
very unique style of singing: she throws her
naturally low voice' into all sorts of ranges
creating a very enticing effect and leaving

no room for: monotony.
The A side of the album is pure dance
music. Each song, although almost entirely
different from the one preceding it, keeps
the groove going. The title track was written and produced by Joey Coco (prince's.
latest pseudonym) and although it is rather
subdued for a Prince song, it is the most
provocative cut on the album. There is a
trace of Stevie Nicks influence in the songs
"You're the Kind of Trouble" and "You
Can't Say No" which Deborah co-wrote
with Rafe Van Hoy. In the refrain of "You
Can't Say No," Deborah uses the same
urgency and persuasive pleas as Stevie did
in "I Can't Wait." Tile other side of the
album is a little on the slow side and is not
as energetic, creative or appealing as the A
side.
The former country singer is more than
just one step closer to success. With.
beauty, talent and people like Prince and
Greg Mathieson (producer for Sheena
Easton and Deniece Williams) on her side,
how could she fail?
-Laura Osman

Hooray, Hooray - It's the month of May
Seven steps to plan your career today

The World's longest-Running
Erotie Stage Musical Comedy
THE CHILDREN OF THE ORIGINAL AUDIENCES
ARE NOW COMING TO SEE 'OH' CALCUTTA'
AND THEIR CHILDREN DOUBTLESS WILL TOO··
TIME. 7986

Step One

Define objectives

Step Two

Build a resume

.Step Three

Look for career related
part-time positions

Step Four

Secure an internship

Step Five

Get involved in campus
activities and interests

Step Six

Dress for success
;:-

Step Seven

Check your communication skills
AT THE

My firrns cornrnivsion schedule is one of the most competitive on Wall Street today. It is a simple
t r ansaction charge based on a per trade ticket. Imagine purchasing 100 shares of any pr ice stock
for no more than s:n and payinc no more than S99 for a 1000 share transaction.
Resides this. with me von don 't o nlv get low cost brokerage executions-you get service. You rnav
kall me at anv time for market conditions. stock prices and advice.
If this is what

FREE ALBUMS
FREE PLAYS
FREE MOVIES
Then you should ··
(See Page 24)

show us the preparation that goes into making a full length clay animation. From
choosing colors and styles to planning
photography, we must applaud Will Vinton
for his wit and creativity.
.
Festival of Claymation is a film that
should not be missed. It's a humorous and
refreshing break from the violent heroes of
war and contemporary comedies. Just put
on your keds and have some fun. Go see
Will Vinton's Festival of Claymation; it's
90 minutes of fun. Bleeker Street Cinema
(144 Bleecker at LaGuardia Place) and
Metro Cinema (Broadway at 99th Street).

YOU

want or von wish a copv of our easy to understand commission schedule. give me a call.

MAS SECIJRITIES INC.
Members NASD, SIPC.
500 FIFTH AVENIJE
NY NY 10110

DANIEL SONNINO
Accou nt Executive
212-382-3730

Qi,elt?reet,.

Moral: You can't play this season without spring training. Flex your mental muscles.
Test your resume reflex. Practice your image projection. You're getting in shape for
a career.

47th Street
West of Broadway 302·2302
,

Call ~TELEmDN& (212) 947-0033.
(516) 79~2560. (201) 343-4200
(24 hOurs-7 days)

Office of Career Planning and Placement
School of Business and Public Administration
212 / 725-3062

AlSO

at

TlO£'1'MN.

Tickets at the box office. or
by calling 302-2302
10AM to Miqnight, 7 days a week

Credit Cards welcomed everywhere.

Baruch College/CUNY
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Various Artists - Atmospheres
(CBS Records)

Lots of Noise
Karen Kamon - Voices
(Atco Records)
Do you remember when Flashdance was
the hottest movie and record out? Do you
re~ber the high-energy song, "Manhunt,"
which was sung by a woman with one of
the sexiest voices on the record? Well, her
name is Karen Kamon and she's back with
an album sure to make its mark on top 40
radio and adult contemporary stations, as
well as the record charts.
Karen, who is married to record producer
giant Phil Ramone, shows us here that she
could have done it without Phil, but why
sweat it out; so they worked together and
the outcome is dynamite. Phil and Karen
hand-picked a line-up of musicians which
other artists couldn't even touch. Some of
the finer .studio musicians were on hand to
. go the extra -mile for the dynamic duo.
Mental support is also important and Karen
gets it from the best in the business: Christie
and Billy, Paul and Linda, Cyndi Lauper
and Huey Lewis, to name a few!
Musically, this album is good, but vocally
Karen has something lacking in her style.

Eight Seconds - Almacantar
(Polygram Records)

In the past few years, Canadian bands
have had an impact on American music.
Most of the bands are good, very popular
and attract a vast American audience.
Eight Seconds, although unfamiliar to
American audiences, has released a five
song album in Canada. Soon, they may
join other Canadian rock bands who have
made it big in the U.S.A.
This American release is produced by
Rupert Hine, best known for his success
with The Fixx, Tina Turner and Howard
Jones. The album, entitled Almacantar, is a
~lend of pop and rock that is very appealmg .. The songs, strongly rhythmic and
poetic, speak of friendship, love and relationships, but avoid . any materialistic
tendancies.
Eight Seconds has the potential to attract American audiences because of
Almacantar's soft melodies and poetic
lyrics - Eric Kun

Not Dylan

A tmospheres is an anthology of New Age
songs from various composers, such as
Philip Glass, Yo-Yo Ma, Steve Kujala, Andreas Vollenweider, Peter Gordon and
many more. New Age music has recently
received much. attention and has often been
called uyuppie elevator music" by critics.
Whatever people think of it, many agree on
its uniqueness.
New Age music is usually characterized
two ways: I) it's often times purely electronic or regular brass, woodwind, string
and percussion instruments blended with
synthesizers and 2) the songs usually follow
minimalist harmohic or melodic structure.
Some New Age musicians are inventing
their own instruments.
Philip Glass is one of the leading figures
in New Age music. One of his more notable
albums was the soundtrack to the movie
Mishima. "Freezing;" Glass's single on Atmospheres, is a beautiful, but simple
melody with the harmonious vocals of Linda Ronstadt.
Andreas Vollenweider is another major
New Age composer. His single, "Down to
the Moon, " off his album Moondance, is a
rich blend of slow paced, deep harmonies
but enjoyable and easy to listen to.
Atmospheres is a synthesis of today's
New Age music. The songs are interesting
and A tmospheres distinguishes itself by offering the finest songs by today's musical
.
pioneers on one album.

-EricKun
Peter Himmelman - This Father's Day
(Island Records)

The high-energy with" -which she sang
"Manhunt" is virtually non-existent here.
Her remake of Alison Moyet's .. All Cried
Out" doesn't even come close, but
"Lovesick," "Give A Little" and
"Voices" have something to offer both
musically and vocally. "Lovesick" comes
closest to "Manhunt" and it's unfortunately a tease that she doesn't fulfill throughout
the record.
Her remake of "Strange Way," the 1978
hit for Firefall, could have been a vehicle
for her had she pushed her voice just a little
more. She seems to hold back in an attempt
to appeal to an older crowd and this unfortunately is going to cost her the large section of the younger record buying audience.
She shows little or no emotions in her vocal
style and it causes the record to become
boring.
The ballads "What Ever We Imagine"
and "Love Just Ain't Enough" have the
musical/vocal equilibrium that is perfect
for each cut.
Perhaps next time Karen should try to
emphasize her vocal abilities more. If she
does this she'll storm the charts the way
"Manhunt" did. Voices is a quality record
with many interesting songs. but Voices is
still a seedling on the top 20 tree and with all
the ripe singles in the top 20 now, this budding starter will be shaded by ripe fruit!
-s-Michael' Lugassy

WRITE
FOR

ARTS
Next Semester

Similar to most other guitarist/
singer/songwriters of the 19805, Peter Himmelman is an actor who hasn't yet found
the way to get his message across. Unlike
many of those who have enjoyed critical or
commerical success, the road to stardom
wasn 't the folk-humming, acousticstrumming Bob Dylan school of reflection
and anger.
This is ironic because nobody is better
equipped to pull off this stunt than Himmelman. Born in Minnesota, Jewish,
emigrated to New York to start his music
career-certainly the Dylan mystique is in
place. Unfortunately, whereas Dylan's
music was frustration~ vented outward-, pro-

Scandalous
Patty Smyth-Never Enough

(Columbia Records)
You had to know it was coming. First
there was Scandal, then it was Scandal
featuring Patty Smyth.' WeH,· Scandal is
now defunct and Smyth is left to make it on
her own. She does, however, have several
friends helping out and she can honestly say
her first solo album, Never Enough, would
not have been possible without their help.
Smyth doesn't write any of the nine tunes
herself; (she gets partial credit for the title
hit and the anthem-like "Heartache Heard
Around the World") she leaves that to
Hooters Rob Hyman and Eric iBazilian who
do it up on keyboard and guitar. David Sanborn is on sax along with local rocker and
future tour partner Kasim Sulton of The
Price-Sulton Band on strings.
Interesting tidbits are the fast but
soothing piano on the best cut, "Give It
Time" and the traits of Middle-Eastern
music on "The River Cried."
There's enough unique stuff here to keep
things intriguing throughout, including thefact that Smyth has one of the best voices
around today. Her slightly detectable rasp
lIis very appealing. To everyone involved I
1::C would just like to say this is a well done ef.< fort in all facets of music.
0
-Paul Finnelli
1

third record is more top 40 suburbia that
Memphis. It truly does seem that Dan
Zanes is trying to end the comparisons that
existed between the Fuegos, and the Rolling
Stones.
Just as disappointing as the music is this
record's delivery. Dan's less than melodic
voice is now the focus of attention,
something like a soul revue cabaret show
band, not a Boston based bar band
which features a powerful wall-of-sound
that comes from bassist Tom Lloyd
and Dan's brother Warren Zanes on guitar.
The music is too slow, too repetitive
and a damn surprise that Mitchell Froom
would mess up like this. Considering the recent successes that Froom has had (Richard
Thompson, Crowded House), it's difficult
to fathom why he'd stake his near perfect
record with STand Up. Those of us that love
simple, yet danceable rhythms, growling
raspy voices, and human interest stories
won't find them on this record.
-
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SellOut
totypical of that era, Himmelman is perfect
for the materialistically-impressionable
aspiring yuppie in this age of Reagan. This
songwriter's music is certainly written from
the "I" perspective, perfect for those hoping. to reach self-actualization (or something.
like that).
While 1 do believe that Himmelman
should be commended for doing his own
thing, the music is much too pretentious,
with too many illusions of grandeur for Himmelman's long-term benefit. Sure I admire
his talent and style in manicuring a song.
But too often his intelligence is just a peak
of light through darkness. Hopefully, this
young talent will soon be able to discern
between style and substance before it's too
late.
- Steven BOIlll1

Del Fuegos - Stand Up
(Slash/Warner Bros. Records)
There are two kinds of phenomena ruining the recent roots revival. First, the bands
south of the Mason-Dixon line whose
macho-dominated "I love you baby"
sound facades their cornball cracker roots.
Then there are the Yankee bands from
Boston who sound and look like they wish
they were from the South. The Del Fuezos
fall into this category.
After two solid efforts comes Stand Up,
the Fuegos homage to stupid roots.
Whereas on the first two records, the band
kept one foot firmly planted in rock 'n'
roll, while drawing from the Booker T. and
the M.G.s' school of confessional soul, this

'.

